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ABSTRACT 

Outdoor recreation and environmentalism are two interlinked phenomena. Historically, they 
have clear parallels: both emerged at the dawn of the last century, drew inspiration from the 
Romantic Movement, and were reactions against elements in the modern industrialized and 
urbanized society. Accordingly, since its inception outdoor recreation has been a retreat for 
environmentalists and an expression of “close to nature” ideals. Within this context, the aim 
of this thesis is to explore and analyse the relationship between environmentalism and outdoor 
recreation with a focus on how people who express an environmental commitment relate to 
and use nature and the landscape as a recreational resource.  

The thesis combines a social and a spatial perspective of outdoor recreation in that the spatial 
patterns of the recreationists are seen as associated with choices made within socio-cultural 
contexts. Investigated themes include the outdoor recreation patterns of contemporary 
environmentalists as well as how environmentalists relate to the outdoor recreation landscape, 
taking account of the processes and mechanisms that underlie the choice of settings. The 
results show that environmentalists do distinguish within the outdoor recreation in terms of 
activities and settings, and, at the same time, use outdoor recreation for social distinction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Points of departure 
In order to fully understand outdoor recreation1 we have to consider the social and technical 
changes of the past 100 years that have severely affected western societies and the rest of the 
world. As a societal phenomenon, outdoor recreation is a product of and has developed 
alongside modern industrialised and urbanised society (Sandell & Sörlin, 2008). One striking 
feature of the emergence of the modern society is the growing human impact on the natural 
environment, including altered natural landscapes, deforestation, habitat loss and climate 
change (Hagget, 2001). Accordingly, one of the most pressing debates in contemporary 
society is concerned with environmental degradation and the overuse of natural resources 
(Wärneryd et al. 2002). The relationship between humans and the non-human world is at the 
centre of this debate. Given that at its most basic level outdoor recreation involves interactions 
between people and natural environments (Moore & Driver, 2005), present environmental 
changes also question aspects of outdoor recreation – particularly when performed as nature-
based tourism (see e.g. Gössling & Hall, 2006; Hall & Lew, 2009). Indeed, sustainable 
perspectives of outdoor recreation are beginning to attract more attention (McCool & Moisey, 
2008). 

Outdoor recreation depends on natural environments. The use and overuse of natural 
resources is thus a vital issue for everyone involved. However, in addition to the impact of 
nature-based activities on the environment, and especially those related to travel, (e.g. 
Edington & Edington,1986, Liddle, 1997, Hammit & Cole, 1998), there is a growing concern 
about the environmental changes that are taking place and the threats they pose to outdoor 
recreation. This especially applies to changes associated with global warming (e.g. Hall & 
Higham, 2005; Becken & Hay, 2007). In pursuit of a more sustainable future, great interest is 
also shown in the relationship between outdoor recreation and environmentalism (i.e. the 
ideology that seeks to prevent the environment being degraded by human activity). Hope is 
also invested in various outdoor recreation performances as a means of achieving an increased 
environmental commitment on the part of individuals (Blamey 2001; Buckley 2009a, Dunlop 
& Heffernan, 1975; Weaver, 2008). However, this thesis intends to highlight the reverse 
perspective by addressing whether, how and why environmentalism affects the relation to 
nature as a source of recreation. In other words, how do individuals who are concerned about 
and aware of environmental alterations interact with nature and the landscape in an outdoor 
recreation context?  

But first, a definition of concepts like nature, landscape and place is in order. In this thesis, the 
concept “nature”, i.e. that which is considered as nature by a person or a group, is regarded as 
a social construction that differs with time and place and in conjunction with ongoing socio-
cultural processes (Bell, 2004). Not surprisingly, there are also many different definitions and 
interpretations of “nature” (Macnaghten & Urry, 1998). In this particular piece of work, what 
is regarded as nature or a natural environment is determined by the informants of the 
conducted studies. With regard to the term “landscape”, despite being a cardinal term in 
human geography, it is complex and used in various ways (Gregory et al. 2010). Here, 

 
1 This also includes nature-based tourism. See also the section entitled "Two key concepts", below.  
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“landscape” is seen as a perspicuous spatial context that is formed by an intertwining of 
natural conditions, natural changes and human impact (Sandell, 2011, forthcoming). The term 
“natural landscape” (which is often referred to in outdoor recreation contexts) is used when an 
emphasis is placed on what are perceived as natural aspects of the landscape. Closely related 
to landscape is the equally complex term “place”. In the context of this study, place is 
regarded as less general than landscape and including fixed coordinates on the Earth’s surface 
(Cresswell, 2004, see Paper 2). In this thesis, the relational nature of landscape is as evident as 
the concept of place and is closely linked to meaning and identity formation. 

Aim and research questions 
The overall aim of the thesis is to explore and analyse the relationship between 
environmentalism and outdoor recreation, with a focus on how people who express an 
environmental commitment relate to and use nature and the landscape as a recreational 
resource. As environmental awareness is a growing feature (Bell, 2004) – at least rhetorically 
– one contribution of this thesis is that it deepens insights into how this growing awareness 
relates to recreational demand, and especially that of Swedes. Improved knowledge about this 
topic will hopefully provide a more informed basis for outdoor recreation policy-making, 
planning and management, by contributing to a deeper understanding of the conditions and 
motives for contemporary recreational participation.  

Moreover, and from a sustainability perspective, an examination of the environmentalism-
outdoor recreation relationship may also contribute additional perspectives of the complexity 
of the human-nature relation in a modern world. This complexity is not only characterised by 
environmental change, but also by things like high mobility, functional specialisation and 
urbanisation. In fact, for most people in contemporary Sweden outdoor recreation is the 
primary, concrete connection to nature. In order to achieve a sustainable society, changes at 
many different levels are required. The individual level, including aspects of people´s 
lifestyles, consumption patterns and overall resource use, is increasingly regarded as an area 
where change has to occur if there is to be a more sustainable development (Wärneryd et al. 
2002, Bernes & Lundgren, 2009). Accordingly, sustainable development has been argued as 
being first and foremost a social challenge (Sundqvist, 2003). By looking at how people who 
express an environmental commitment relate to and use nature as a resource for recreation, 
this thesis hopes to add to the understanding of obstacles to and opportunities for sustainable 
lifestyles, as well as the construction of lifestyles in general.  

This thesis combines a social and a spatial perspective of outdoor recreation. Participation in 
outdoor recreation is not just engagement in a certain activity, but a performance that is 
associated with social contexts and their related cultural attributes and expressions. However, 
outdoor recreation is just as much a spatial phenomenon. Outdoor recreation takes place in 
natural settings, close to home or further away, and includes some degree of movement on the 
part of the recreationist (Aronsson, 2008; Moore & Driver, 2005) and spatially related 
choices. By combining social and spatial perspectives, the thesis addresses factors and 
mechanisms that constrain and govern individuals’ choices regarding outdoor recreation. 

Another reason for a spatial perspective on this subject is the obvious spatial dimension of 
environmental degradation and sustainable development. Global environmental change is 
based on processes that are to a large extent physical and can be described in spatial terms, 
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such as globalisation, urbanisation, functional specialisation and the associated (and 
increasing) redistribution and transportation of material and energy (Wärneryd, 2002). 
People’s increased mobility, and especially recreational-related travel, can be seen as both a 
consequence of these processes and a contributor to environmental degradation due to the 
impact of transportation (Aronsson, 2008; Frändberg, 1998). Thus, from an environmental 
standpoint, changes related to the mobility of individuals are of crucial importance 
(Vilhelmsson, 1999).  

The research questions of this thesis have emerged and developed during the working process 
and have moved from an exploratory approach to a descriptive approach and finally to an 
explanatory approach. The first study focused on environmentalists and their related outdoor 
recreational behaviour, with a special emphasis on whether or not they distinguish regarding 
their participation in nature-based activities. One finding of the study, namely that 
environmentalists do not hesitate to travel for their outdoor recreation experiences, also 
became the starting point for the second study. This second study explored the reasons for 
mobility, the importance of specific outdoor recreational settings for environmentalists and 
the social-spatial mechanisms behind their recreational choices. While the focus of the first 
study was mainly on outdoor recreational activities, the second study assumed an explicit 
spatial perspective when looking at the landscape preferences of the environmentalists. 

Thus, based on the aim to explore and analyse the relationship between environmentalism and 
outdoor recreation, the research question of the thesis are: 

Do contemporary environmentalists distinguish with regard to outdoor recreation? (Paper I) 

How do environmentalists relate to outdoor recreation landscapes? (Paper 2) 

Two key concepts 
As this introduction reveals, outdoor recreation and environmentalism are the two main 
concepts of this thesis. With regard to outdoor recreation, I support the definition proposed by 
Moore and Driver (2005, p. 11), which suggests that outdoor recreation is the “experiences 
that derive from recreation activities in and depending on the natural environment.” These 
experiences include planning and preparation, the travel to, the on-site experience, the travel 
back as well as the recollection of the trip. In this respect, there is no distinction between 
outdoor recreation and nature-based tourism. Instead, when outdoor recreation is performed 
outside the recreationist´s usual environment, it is also nature-based tourism. The concept of 
outdoor recreation, and its relation to nature-based tourism, will be discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 2. 

In this thesis the concept of environmentalism is understood as an ideology that seeks to 
prevent the environment being degraded by human activity. In the literature, terms like 
environmental attitude, environmental concern and environmental behaviour are used widely 
and sometimes interchangeably. In the context of this thesis, environmental awareness 
indicates a degree of knowledge of and understanding about the environmental situation. 
Environmental attitude and concern refer to an awareness of environmental problems and to 
an expressed dedication to overcome and counteract these problems, while environmental 
behaviour means “the actions actually taken based upon particular attitudes” (Berns & 
Simpson, 2009, p. 81). Environmentalists are thus environmentally committed individuals 
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who may base their actions on pro-environmental attitudes and concerns (see also the 
discussions in Chapter 3 and Paper 1).  

Outline of the thesis  
This thesis includes an introduction to the topic and two in-depth papers. The introduction 
provides a background to outdoor recreation and environmentalism and their relationship. 
Chapter 2 includes a discussion about the concept of outdoor recreation and is followed by a 
review of how outdoor recreation has developed as a societal phenomenon. The chapter ends 
with a presentation of the theoretical perspectives that reflects my understanding of the 
outdoor recreationist. Chapter 3 deals with the emergence of environmentalism and its 
connection to outdoor recreation. The chapter concludes with an overview of the research 
conducted on the environment–outdoor recreation nexus. After a review of the methods used, 
a summary of the two papers is presented, which is followed by an overall concluding section. 
The studies conducted on this topic are presented as two separate papers: 

Wolf-Watz, D., Sandell, K. & Fredman, P. (2011, in print). Environmentalism and Tourism 
Preferences. A Study of Outdoor Recreationists in Sweden. Scandinavian Journal of 
Hospitality and Tourism.  

Wolf-Watz, D. (Working paper) Places to Go and Places to Be: Spatial Aspects of 
Environmentalism and Outdoor Recreation. 

Paper 1 takes a close look at the environmentalists, who they are and whether or not they 
distinguish with regard to their outdoor recreation practice. Paper 2 focuses on how 
environmentalists relate to the outdoor recreation landscape and the processes that underlie 
their preferences and choices of natural settings.  

Scientific positioning of the author  
Before we begin it might be worth dwelling for a moment on my scientific positioning. My 
understanding of my role as a researcher, as well as the research process of this thesis, is 
inspired by hermeneutics. Hermeneutics is the theory and practice of interpretation (Patton, 
2002), and its central concept is pre-understanding (Thurén, 2007). As a researcher my pre-
understanding guides me when choosing objects of study and when formulating research- and 
interview questions. The interpretations that I make all fall within my frame of reference. 
Thus, research is the privilege of the researcher, and the challenge is to make the most 
reasonable interpretation. Following this, I claim that it is difficult to separate the researcher 
from the phenomenon being studied.  

Interpreting the results within a frame of reference means that this frame is inexorably 
changed. The hermeneutic circle, with its circular motion of interpretation, can lead to a 
deeper understanding and a more appropriate frame of reference (Brown & Heggs, 2005). 
However, as the researcher cannot be separated from the object of study, the idea that science 
is able to neutrally and objectively represent the world is questionable. Thus, ontologically, I 
recognise the existence of an objective reality, but believe that the experience of this reality is 
always subjective. One part of this subjectivity relates to the social context that people are 
part of. As Kuhn argues (1970), science too is always performed in a social context, where 
scientific knowledge is constructed within a current system of meaning. Therefore, I believe 
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that researchers are neither objective nor value-neutral.  As an individual researcher, one 
should admit that the contributions to science should be seen as one, hopefully well-based, but 
temporary understanding among many. 

A basic assumption of hermeneutics is that the creation, understanding and appearance of 
meaning always take place in a context (Barbosa da Silva & Wahlberg, 1994). This applies 
not only to science but to other human contexts as well. Thus, the hermeneutic approach 
works well with the central theme of this thesis: the socio-cultural influence on outdoor 
recreation participation. It will be argued that the socio-cultural context of an individual 
contributes to the framework within which the world is interpreted and given meaning, and 
where actions are shaped. In its attempt to interpret how people understand the world the 
research is an example of double hermeneutics (Giddens, 1987). 

But who makes these interpretations? With regard to the subject of this thesis, I hold myself 
responsible as both an outdoor recreationist and an environmentalist. Outdoor recreation is a 
regular leisure feature that has always been important to me. When growing up I was 
socialised into believing in the benefits of being outdoors. The impact of this socialisation has 
become even more evident now that I have children of my own. In terms of 
environmentalism, I regard myself as environmentally committed, given that environmental 
issues have been a central aspect of my working life. But I am not only environmentally 
committed. I am also environmentally challenged. I struggle to make sense of the recurrent 
environmental alarm calls and make the necessary changes to my everyday life. So, to some 
extent this thesis is about me and my understanding of what it is all about. In defence of the 
fact that I have devoted almost three years to this subject, I rely on the words of Yi-Fu Tuan: 
“Without self-understanding we cannot hope for enduring solutions to environmental 
problems, which are fundamentally human problems” (1974, p 1). 
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2. OUTDOOR RECREATION AND THE RECREATIONIST 
 
The concept of outdoor recreation 
This thesis deals with aspects of the phenomenon known as outdoor recreation. However 
obvious it may seem, in the literature the concept of outdoor recreation is contested and 
defined in many different ways (cf. Sandell, 2003). Moreover, the relation between the 
English term of outdoor recreation and the Scandinavian term of "friluftsliv" (outdoor life in 
direct translation) is not very clear-cut. Rather, the two terms have been used to emphasise 
differences related to ideology, sustainability and landscape relations (see also Paper I; and 
Reed & Rothenberg, 1993; Sandell & Sörlin, 2008). For the aim of this thesis, a too 
ideologically influenced approach to “friluftsliv” is too narrow, since it ultimately tends to 
exclude a large range of outdoor activities. However, the definitions of “friluftsliv” that 
appear in the literature are broader and seem to reflect the term outdoor recreation. In view of 
this, from now on I will only use the term outdoor recreation.  

The official Swedish definition of outdoor recreation is: “being outdoors in natural or cultural 
landscapes without claiming to compete” (SFS 2003, p.133, the author’s translation). The 
definition is broad, but sets a clear limit to sport. A similar definition, provided by Emmelin et 
al. (2010), can be used to further pinpoint the concept. For them, outdoor recreation is “leisure 
and education performed outdoors in natural landscapes” (Emmelin et al. 2010 p. 43, 
translation by the author). This definition suggests two contexts for outdoor recreation: leisure 
and education. Leisure, as the state of being engaged in activities of one’s own choosing 
(Moore & Driver, 2005), is often seen as a prerequisite for outdoor recreation. The 
educational element corresponds to the rearing perspective that has been apparent since the 
emergence of outdoor recreation in Sweden, and with today´s outdoor recreation conducted in 
organised pedagogical contexts (which will be discussed in the next section).   

The definitions presented above differ slightly with regard to where outdoor recreation is 
performed. While the SFS definition refers to natural and cultural landscapes, Emmelin et al. 
only emphasise natural landscapes. In this respect, natural landscapes should not be 
understood as areas that have not been affected by human influence. Such areas are difficult 
to find, even when including those commonly called “wilderness”. Rather, the difference 
between the most pristine areas and built environments lies in a declining degree of 
naturalness, given that urban environments also have green elements. In this thesis, outdoor 
recreation is perceived as leisure- or educational activities that are dependent on natural 
environments and are performed in most environments along a “wilderness”-urban 
continuum.  

The other aspect of the term – recreation – can be regarded as the activities that people engage 
in during their leisure time and the experiences that result from those activities. These 
experiences do not only derive from the activity performed on site, but also include the 
planning and preparation, the travel to and fro and the recollection of the trip. Hence, this 
thesis follows the outdoor recreation definition suggested by Moore and Driver (2005), which 
is that outdoor recreation is “the experiences that derive from recreation activities in and 
depending on the natural environment” (p. 11). Outdoor recreation may take place in 
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landscapes that are highly influenced by culture and human influence, however what is central 
to outdoor recreation is the experience of, and the relation to, nature (Emmelin et al. 2010). 

In line with the above discussion, it is possible to identify three overall components of the 
concept of outdoor recreation: (i) physical activity outdoors; (ii) nature experiences and (iii) 
change of scenery (Emmelin et al. 2010). Change of scenery indicates an element of 
movement, which in turn raises the question of the dividing line between outdoor recreation 
and tourism. Tourism refers to travel outside one’s usual environments (WTO, 1995). When 
performed away from the home area outdoor recreation is also tourism, and more specifically 
nature-based tourism, or nature tourism. This is in line with the definition of nature-based 
tourism that includes “the activities of people residing in natural areas outside their usual 
environment” (Fredman 2009, p. 62, the author´s translation). From a system perspective, 
then, outdoor recreation and tourism differ. Although outdoor recreation can be organised and 
commercial, tourism, when seen from a producer perspective, usually has a commercial 
dimension (Emmelin et al. 2010). Due to the overlap between outdoor recreation and tourism, 
many perspectives of one are of relevance to the other, especially given the high degree of 
mobility that characterises today's outdoor activities (Aronsson, 2008). 

The development of outdoor recreation in Sweden  
The Swedish outdoor recreation tradition emerged at the end of the 19th century, in parallel 
with similar courses of events in other Western countries, such as the USA, Germany and 
Great Britain (Sandell & Sörlin, 1994). In Sweden, as elsewhere, this was primarily a power 
elite response to concerns related to two major societal processes: urbanisation and 
industrialisation. Migration to the cities was believed to undermine the national identity, 
which was based on the traditional, rural village society (Sandell & Sörlin, 2008). With 
inspiration from e.g. Romanticism, the growing cities were looked on as physical and morally 
degenerative, especially for younger people. In the search for a new spatial and social identity, 
Swedish nature and the relation to natural landscapes were both highlighted. Moreover, 
spending time in nature was seen as a way of ensuring a good recruitment base for the 
military defence of the country. The high production rate of industry also required a strong 
and healthy labour force. It was claimed that this could all be done by encouraging people to 
get out into nature (Sandell & Sörlin, 2008). 

The emerging industrial society brought a clear division between work and leisure, thus 
creating one of the prerequisites for outdoor recreation mentioned above (Sandell & Sörlin, 
2008). This specialisation in time was accompanied by a successive division of space, most 
evidently by the process of urbanisation and the appearance of working landscapes and 
recreational landscapes. At this time the awareness of the impact of industrial production on 
landscape alteration led to a nascent conservation interest (Bernes & Lundgren, 2009), which 
in turn reinforced the spatial division. Along with a contemporary interest in geography and 
geographical explorations (Åquist, 1994), this resulted in an increased use of nationally 
recognised natural environments, often national parks, for tourism, mountaineering and 
outdoor recreation (Mels, 1999; Sandell & Sörlin, 2008).   

As mentioned above, the introduction of outdoor recreation in Sweden was to a large extent 
due to power elite concerns regarding the social aspects of change. Accordingly, the first 
outdoor recreationists were primarily upper class men (Eskilsson, 2008). However, the 
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expressed desire for a spread to the lower classes soon became a reality (Bernes & Lundgren, 
2009). During the first decades of the 20th century, laws for shorter working hours, longer 
holidays and increased economic standards contributed to making outdoor recreation a public 
phenomenon (Eskilsson, 2008). The idea of leisure emerged, and at a political level a 
meaningful way of spending one’s spare time was encouraged, including education, culture 
consumption and especially invigorating recreation outdoors (ibid). There was a governmental 
commitment to facilitating outdoor recreation by providing both the land and the 
infrastructure (Sandell, 2008). Organisations like Friluftsfrämjandet (Association for the 
Promotion of  Outdoor Life)2 and Svenska turistföreningen (The Swedish Tourist 
Association), that were initially oriented towards the upper class, responded to the growing 
demand by contributing to a broadening of outdoor recreation to new social groups.  

During the second half of the century rapid advances in technology and increasing material 
wealth increased people’s mobility and the availability of natural areas even further.  Cars, 
motor boats and snowmobiles all led to people making their own way to second homes and 
remote natural settings (Aronsson, 2008). The natural landscape was further divided into 
downhill slopes, ski tracks and snowmobile trails. With the increasing commercialisation of 
the nature experience, equipment, facilities and new activities became important features of 
outdoor recreation (Ahlström, 2008).  

In parallel with the rapid increase in material welfare, criticism of the modern industrialised 
society emerged during the late 1960s and 1970s. Although natural conservation aspirations 
of the early 1900s aimed at the protection and preservation of selected areas, criticism was 
directed against the entire society and its path of urbanisation and industrialisation 
development (Sandell & Sörlin 1994). For some movements the currents of ideas involved 
interaction with nature, i.e. outdoor recreation, as a way of expressing radical ideas and 
values. Involvement in simple, non-motorised and low technology recreational activities 
expressed closeness to nature and a rejection of the downsides of modern society (Sandell, 
2006). Moreover, while outdoor recreation was initially used as a means of creating patriotism 
and citizenship, a new outdoor pedagogy emerged that highlighted environmental awareness. 
The basic idea was that nature experiences were the foundation for a love of nature, which in 
turn led to environmental commitment (Rantatalo, 2008). These perspectives can be traced 
back to early outdoor recreation and the interest in using nature experiences for educational 
purposes, including e.g. the love of animals (Sandell & Sörlin, 1994). 

Since its inception, outdoor recreation in Sweden has to a large extent developed in 
accordance with society in general. Thus, processes such as democratisation, increased 
material well-being, commercialisation, technology development and increased mobility have 
all had a significant impact on the development of outdoor recreation (Aronsson, 2008). Due 
to the growth of the tourism industry, another striking feature is the increase, and growing 
diversity, of outdoor recreation opportunities and the range of natural settings for recreational 
activities. In short, outdoor recreation has become a global phenomenon (Sandell, 2000a).  

The results of a national survey on outdoor recreation and nature-based tourism in Sweden, 
conducted within the Outdoor Recreation in Change research programme (Fredman et al., 

 
2 Established in 1892 under the name “Föreningen för skidlöpningens främjande i Sverige, Association for the 
Promotion of Skiing in Sweden (translation by the author). 
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2008a-d), revealed that outdoor recreation has a strong position among Swedes. More than 50 
percent of the respondents spent time in nature often or very often on weekdays, a number 
that increased to 89 percent during the holidays (Fredman et al. 2008a). Almost 50 percent 
believed that spending time outdoors made their life more meaningful. The most important 
motives reported for outdoor recreation were exercising, relaxing and being close to nature, 
and the most popular activities were walking for pleasure and physical activity, hiking in the 
forest and nature, gardening and sunbathing. The activities were ‘ordinary’ and ‘simple’ and 
demand no partner, no special equipment or no excessive physical strength or skills. In many 
respects these activities are easily accessible; a fact that is strengthened by the strong position 
of the right of public access. 

A recent study on outdoor recreation in Sweden showed that the pattern of participation was 
diversified and related to socio-economic characteristics (Fredman et al., 2011). For example, 
and as presented in Table 1 (see Appendix 1.), women liked more simple activities without 
the need for a lot of equipment (except for animal-related activities like horse riding), whereas 
men preferred faster and more adventurous activities requiring a lot of equipment. There were 
also important dissimilarities relating to age and place, since in Sweden the natural conditions 
for outdoor activities differ geographically. 

Younger people are evidently more interested in physically demanding activities than older 
people, and individuals living in the northern part of the country are more into snow-related 
activities. To generalise, younger people with no children, a high income and a high level of 
education are more likely to participate in outdoor recreation than other groups.  In 
conclusion, the patterns of participation in contemporary Sweden are highly diversified 
Sandell & Sörlin, 2008), not least because of population changes due to e.g. migration (e.g. 
Johansson, 2006). 

 

Understanding the outdoor recreationist 
The patterns of participation described above show that outdoor recreation is a diverse 
phenomenon. Mapping participation in outdoor recreation, in order to find out what people 
do, where they do it and how often, has been an ongoing theme in outdoor recreation research 
(Manning, 2011). Following this rather descriptive approach, the related question of why 
people engage in outdoor recreation has attracted a lot of attention (ibid). An important 
contribution to this research derives from social psychology and the behavioural approach, 
which stresses that the motivation for people’s engagement in outdoor recreation is to satisfy 
certain needs or to meet certain goals (for a review see Manning, 2011). This thesis, however, 
highlights the social-spatial context and focus on people´s actions rather than their behaviour, 
in a behaviouristic sense. The theoretical framework presented below is aimed at 
understanding what shapes the patterns of participation in outdoor recreation. In view of this, 
I reflect on how decision-making relating to outdoor recreation is carried out. As mentioned 
earlier, a starting point for this thesis is that individuals’ opportunities to act are governed and 
constrained by intertwining socio-cultural and spatial factors. In this I follow the suggestion 
of Werlen (1993) that “geographers should be able to give explanations of actions referring to 
the constraining and enabling aspects of socio-cultural, psychological and material factors in 
terms of the conditions and consequences of actions” (p. 6). Thus, while recognising 
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“freedom of choice”, my emphasis on constraints and governing stresses that human action is 
always a product of (and at the same time constructs) socio-cultural, subjective and material 
prerequisites. 

Constraints to outdoor recreation 

Table 1 reveals the great diversity of contemporary outdoor recreation. One way of 
understanding the distribution of participants and their overall involvement is to look at 
constraints on participation. Participation in outdoor recreation, then, is to take place under a 
specific set of conditions and assumptions about an individual beside the availability of 
recreation resources (Pigram & Jenkins, 1999). This specific set of individual conditions can 
be linked to several types of determinants that are internally related to the individual, such as 
demographic, socio-economic and situational characteristics (e.g. age, income, time 
resources). The determinants not only decide the type of recreation activity to be engaged in, 
but also whether or not someone will be able to engage in recreational activities at all. 
Consequently, they can either facilitate or pose constraints on people’s desires (see Table 1).  

According to Jackson (1988), outdoor recreation constraints can be defined as “anything that 
inhibits people’s ability to participate in leisure activities, to spend more time doing so, to take 
advantage of leisure services, or to achieve a desired level of satisfaction.” In the outdoor 
recreation literature, three types of constraints on people´s recreational actions are often 
recognised (Figure 1): (i) intrapersonal, (ii) interpersonal and (iii) structural constraints 
(Crawford & Godbey, 1987; Fredman & Heberlein, 2005; White, 2008). Intrapersonal 
constraints relate to psychological factors that refer to the psychological state of an individual, 
such as stress, anxiety, attitudes and perceived (lack of) skills. Interpersonal constraints are 
defined as limitations related to an individual’s social interactions and belongings, such as 
family, subcultures and ethnic groups. Structural constraints include low accessibility and lack 
of resources in terms of time and money (Crawford & Godbey, 1987; Fredman & Heberlein, 
2005; White, 2008). In this model, it is not only the constraints that are important, but also the 
close relationship between motivation and constraint. Involvement in leisure activities is seen 
as successful negotiation through the different types of constraint, often including a 
modification of the level of participation and leisure preferences (Crawford & Godbey, 1987; 
Jackson et al., 1993; White, 2008). 

 



 

Figure 1. Leisure participation as a product of motivation and constraint. Adapted from 
Jackson et al. (1993). 

Looking at this from a spatial perspective, these constraints influence whether an individual 
can perform an activity in a natural setting or not, i.e. the degree of mobility of the outdoor 
recreationist (essentially whether outdoor recreation takes place or not). In this perspective, 
the theory of time-geography, primarily developed by the human geographer Torsten 
Hägerstrand, can add valuable insights to the participation patterns of recreationists (for a 
resume of Hägerstrand’s work see Hägerstrand, 2009). While the above model suggests that 
individuals can negotiate through the different types of constraints, the time-geography aspect 
defines the freedom of action more strictly by delineating within which frames of time and 
space the actions take place (Hallin, 1991). By delineating these frames one can identify the 
variety of options open to an individual (ibid). 

Time-geography is based on the notion that all human actions are related to space and time. 
Its basic assumptions regard the indivisibility of people, the limited life-span and the limited 
ability to take part in more than one task at a time. Moreover, all tasks have some kind of 
duration and movement between places consumes time. This makes time a scarce resource 
(Mårtensson, 1979). 

Every situation depends on previous situations. Therefore, over a period of time, individuals 
move along spatial paths, trajectories, carrying out activities at stations that are more or less 
set in time and space (Hägerstrand, 1970; Figure 2). Some of these activities are connected to 
each other as elements of smaller or larger projects (Lenntorp, 1976), i.e. concerted actions 
that aim towards a specific goal (Hallin, 1994). Such a project could be the daily shopping, 
but could just as well be a hike in the mountains or a holiday at a ski resort (Zillinger, 2007). 
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Figure 2. The time-geography of an individual’s daily movements between different stations 
during a period of time. Adapted from Vrotsou et al. (2009). 

In a limited period of time, such as a day or a weekend, the ability of the individual to move 
and implement projects is restricted by the basic time-spatial conditions mentioned above. But 
there are also other constraints, which Hägerstrand defines as either: (i) coupling constraints, 
(ii) authority constraints or (iii) capability constraints. Taken together, these time-spatial 
conditions and constraints can be regarded as constituting the limitations of the time-space 
prism of an individual (Figure 3) which determines each individual’s possible movements in 
space for a limited period of time. Coupling constraints are related to the organisation of 
different activities in society and refer to the time that people have to spend in order to 
produce, consume or transact. Authority constraints are related to ownership, power and rules 
in different time-space entities, thus determining the accessibility of a certain place at a 
certain time. Finally, capability constraints refer to the overall abilities of an individual to 
move around (Gren & Hallin, 2003) and include abilities relating to socio-demographic and 
economic factors such as age, income and sex. 
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Figure 3. An individual’s time-space prism determines their possible movements in space for 
a limited period of time. Adapted from Snyder, D. L. & Miller, M. I. (1991). 

Mobile lifestyles in socio-cultural contexts 

From a time-geography perspective, for most people in western societies the individual time-
space prism increases as the constraints are partially dissembled. In fact, a dominant feature of 
the last hundred years is the removal of spatial barriers (Wärneryd et al. 2002). The American 
geographer David Harvey (1989) uses the term time-space compression to essentially describe 
an ever shrinking world. The functional separation of society, together with the development 
of means of transportation and the availability of cheap fossil fuels, has led to an increase in 
people’s movements (Wärneryd, et al., 2002). Mobility is a natural tendency and part of the 
culture of modern society (Gesser & Olofsson, 1997). Therefore, along with the growing 
potential path area, the ability to move and access different locations has increased. In fact, 
rising individual mobility is increasingly related to leisure activities and holidays (Wärneryd 
et al. 2002). 

To Vilhelmsson (1999), mobility is the most distinctive feature of the modern lifestyle. 
Vilhelmsson parallels with the time-geographical perspective when defining lifestyles as 
being patterns based on people´s activities and described in terms of content, time and 
geographical location. Over a period of time these activities form more or less interconnected 
patterns. As the activities are spatially dispersed, a strategic component in the formation of 
lifestyles is the ability to transfer and rapidly transport (Vilhelmsson, 1999). 

There are many reasons for mobile lifestyles, some of which relate to the structural level. As 
mentioned above, the socio-material structure, expressed in the increasing functional 
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separation of society, creates one driving force for individual mobility. Due to this spatial 
distribution and diffusion of societal functions, another driving force for increased mobility is 
that an increased range provides more options (Vilhelmsson, 1999). This connects to another 
important part of the concept of lifestyle, namely the ambitions of individuals to construct 
their own identities in a given social and spatial context (Hallin, 1999). In today´s “freedom of 
movement” (Bauman, 1998), individuals can, and have to, consider various alternative actions 
in order to construct their own identities and define who they are and what they do. Despite 
this increasing mobility, we can only be in one place at a time, and time is still a limited 
resource. This makes the matter of prioritising reachable locations more important. The kind 
of meaning that people assign to landscapes and places is also crucial (see Paper 2). 

Increasing freedom is social as well as spatial, and reflects a growing individualisation of 
society. In modern society, human action is not simply related to social class, religion, work 
and traditions, but also includes individual choice and reflexivity (Giddens, 1990). However, 
despite this increasing freedom, choices are still made in socio-cultural contexts. With ever 
more alternatives for the formation of identity, people have to learn to belong to a culture 
(Horton, 2003). Therefore, today´s search for belonging increasingly tends to revolve around 
various social contexts, with their shared interests, values and norms (Hetherington, 1998). 

If we momentarily return to the two models of constraint discussed above, a comparison 
reveals similarities and also highlights one major difference, namely the relative lack of social 
perspective within the time-geography perspective. Even though time-geography obviously 
includes social elements, the limitations related to an individual’s social interactions and 
belongings, like family, subcultures and ethnic groups, are not given much attention. This has 
been recognised by geographers and various attempts have been made to incorporate time-
geography into social perspectives (Gren & Hallin, 2003). An attempt to develop time-
geography further in this direction was made by Hallin (1991), when he suggested that a 
subgroup called social constraints could be added to capability constraints. These social 
constraints refer to the governing of individual mobility within a specific social context.  

While still recognising the time-geographical perspective, a main point in this thesis is that the 
socio-cultural impact on the mobility of individuals is of growing importance. Research into 
outdoor recreation supports the notion of social influences to understand recreationist 
participation patterns (Manning, 2011). Studies on these influences include one’s social group 
and other social relationships, social contexts including elements of socialisation, type of 
community, sex and ethnicity (e.g. Bixler & Morris, 1998; Bultena & Field, 1980; 
Roggenbuck & Lucas, 1987; Lisberg Jensen & Ouis, 2008). When an individual participates 
in an activity it is often in conjunction with a group of companions engaged in a certain 
activity or a wider social context in their “personal community” of family, workmates and 
ethnic grouping. The findings indicate that recreational preferences reflect the inherent 
motivations of the group, and that in many cases the goals and benefits of the individual can 
be linked to achievements related to the social context (Manning, 2011). In this sense, leisure 
activities, including participation in outdoor recreation, can be regarded as expressions of 
lifestyles, subcultures and identity formation (Berggren, 2007). 
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Patterns of landscape preferences 

As we have seen, the recreation landscape has gone global in that there is an ever growing 
supply of natural settings for recreation, and among recreationists an increasing habit of 
travelling long distances for outdoor recreation experiences (Aronsson, 2008, Sandell, 2000a). 
However, the contemporary diversity of outdoor recreation is not only a result of a growing 
supply of natural settings and increased mobility, but also reflects the various preferences of 
contemporary recreationists. From a spatial perspective, this is related to the meaning that is 
embedded in recreational landscapes and settings and the kinds of landscape qualities that 
people prefer (for a recent review on the research into this topic see Manning 2011).   

One way of spatially categorising these preferences is to use the purism-scale (Emmelin et al. 
2010). The purism-scale was developed within the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum model 
and is used for segmenting outdoor recreationists in order to provide a knowledge base for the 
management of natural resources (Fredman & Emmelin, 2001; Manning, 2011). The point of 
departure is the attitudes of recreationists to various setting attributes, such as human impact, 
service and the presence of other visitors (Figure 4). Depending on their attitudes, outdoor 
recreationists are categorised as urbanists, neutralists or purists. Urbanists correspond to those 
who desire service and are not bothered by, or perhaps appreciate, the presence of other 
people. Purists, on the other hand, prefer untouched nature, with no-one else around and no 
outdoor recreation infrastructure. Neutralists are the majority in-between. 

The categories of the purism-scale can be integrated into the conceptual framework of 
ecostrategies that was developed by Klas Sandell (e.g. Sandell, 2000b and 2005; Figure 4).  

  



 

Urbanists

Purists

 

Figure 4. The conceptual framework of ecostrategies for understanding different landscape 
perspectives, here with regard to outdoor recreation including nature-based tourism. The 
framework may include the position of purists and urbanists as discussed above (Sandell, 
2007). 

The framework aims to capture and categorise recurrent patterns of landscape perspectives 
(approaches, attitudes and behaviour referred to as strategies). It consists of a figure with four 
fields divided by a horizontal arrow pointing to the opposite perspectives of “active” use and 
“passive” contemplation referring to whether human induced landscape changes are 
appreciated or not. The vertical arrow illustrates the dichotomy between “domination” 
(functional specialisation) and “adaptation” (territorial integration) with regard to the 
landscape. The four fields show the landscape perspectives as either a “factory for producing 
activities”, a “museum for external consumption”, “one´s home district to be utilised” or 
“one´s home district to be admired”. The conceptual framework of ecostrategies involves 
basic motives and preferences that go beyond the various attempts at activity classification 
(see Paper 1) and includes distant places used by tourists, which constitute the framework of 
the purism scale and local and daily used places (Sandell, 2007).  
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL PERSPECTIVES ON OUTDOOR 
RECREATION 

 

The emergence of environmentalism 
The last 150 years has seen an enormous growth in the world’s population. This, in 
combination with very powerful technologies, has implied an increased demand for various 
goods, services and infrastructures, which in turn has led to a greater and more rapid 
consumption of the earth´s resources and severe environmental change (Hagget, 2001). A first 
wave of environmentalism emerged as a reaction to these changes (Guha, 1999) and was 
clearly expressed as a growing call for nature protection (Sandell, 2003).  In Sweden, the first 
national park was established in 1909; the same year as the founding of Svenska 
Naturskyddsföreningen (The Swedish Society for Nature Conservation).   

In the second half of the 20th century environmental quality appeared as a major social 
concern in our society. During the 1950s and 1960s, people started paying attention to local 
environmental problems like pollution, which resulted in a view of nature as something sick. 
In this context nature became the problematic “environment”. The starting point of the 
modern environmental movement is usually dated to 1962 and the publication of Rachel 
Carson´s Silent Spring. During the 1970s and early 1980s there was a general broadening of 
the environmental agenda. Guided by locally, nationally or internationally based 
environmental organisations like Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth, there was recognition 
of a more or less single “global” environment that needed protection (Macnaghten, 2006), 
This view was supported by the shifting environmental agenda from energy scarcity and 
nuclear power in the 1970s and acid rain and ozone depletion in the 1980s. Following this, 
biodiversity and global warming indicated a shift of focus from local and national 
perspectives to the international and global (Grove-White, 1991; Rose 1993)). In the 1980s 
the first Green Parties in Europe were established, which led to environmental issues having a 
more prominent position on the political agenda (Jamison, 2001). Since the 1960s the 
environment has enjoyed a significant increase in the public debate. Despite some periodic 
downturns, environmentalism has become a persistent feature of western societies.  

There are different ways of understanding the emergence and persistence of 
environmentalism.  There is naturally a close link between the level of environmentalism and 
the increased alteration of the environment and an important material basis to the ideology of 
environmental concern (Bell, 2004). This is perhaps most obvious in poorer countries, where 
threats to the environment directly threaten people’s well-being. On the other hand, theories 
that focus on the wealthy countries of the world suggest that the origin of environmental 
concern lies in the improved material conditions of society (Bell, 2004). In the western world 
environmental problems are no longer visible and smelly, but rather invisible and global. 
Thus, the reasons for environmentalism are not to be found in empirically motivated motives 
(Wärneryd et al. 2003) but, as has been argued, in increased material standards. As Abramson 
and Inglehart (1995), point out, people have moved from material values to post-material 
values, which includes an increased concern for the environment. Research into socio-
demographic characteristics supports this idea, as environmentalists are often found to be 
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middle class, predominantly well-educated and urban women with a fairly good income (Gilg 
et al. 2005; Lindén, 1994, see also Paper 1). 

However, instead of regarding environmentalism as the result of a comfortable life, some 
researchers perceive the increasing environmental awareness as a paradigm shift in western 
societies. This shift is due to the gap between environmental degradation and the current 
ideologies that do not consider this degradation (Bell, 2004) and how this situation increase 
people’s environmental awareness. In the “new environmental paradigm” (NEP) coined by 
Dunlop, William and Catton in the 1970s, people are no longer separated from the 
environment but are part of it. As mentioned above, Rachel Carson is often referred to as a 
major contributor to the shift in public attitudes towards the environment. In addition to 
“Silent Spring”, two other publications, “Limits to Growth” (Club of Rome, 1972) and “Our 
Common Future”, (1988) have contributed to the growth of public environmental awareness. 
While “Limits to Growth” is critical of modern industrialised society, “Our Common Future”, 
by using the term sustainable development, stresses an integration of environmental, social, 
and economic aspects of societal development. 

Besides the impact on public opinion, these publications are interesting in that they highlight 
the main watershed of the environmental movement, namely whether the solution to 
environmental problems requires fundamental societal change or simply a general greening of 
existing society (Hallin, 1999). The latter perspective has been conceptualised in the more 
reformist approach of ecological modernisation, in which economic growth is seen as possible 
to reconcile with environmental concerns (Pickerill, 2008). Thus, both sustainable 
development, as developed in “Our Common Future”, and ecological modernisation “embrace 
the value of science, technology, industry, capitalism and modern value systems” (Bell, 2004 
p. 166). 

Consequently, and despite the common class background, contemporary environmentalists 
cannot be seen as a homogenous group. Rather, the environmental movement is broad 
(Jamison, 2001) and sustained by submerged networks (Horton, 2003) representing different 
ecological depths (Naess, 1973), shades of green (cf. Jamison, 2001) or different positions on 
the reformism-radicalism scale (cf. Garner, 2000). Still, in this context it is important to note 
the often recognised inconsistency between attitude and actual behaviour (cf. Barr, 2003, see 
Paper 1.) People´s attitudes are generally more radical than people´s behaviour. However, 
regardless of the shade of green, being an environmentalist is generally expressed in terms of 
“green lifestyles”, including everyday or occasional practices (Horton, 2003). 

Environmentalism and outdoor recreation 
Neither outdoor recreation nor contact with nature has played a major role in the organised 
Swedish environmental movement. One exception to this is Fältbiologerna (Nature and Youth 
Sweden), a youth organisation that combines a deep environmental commitment with a 
profound interest in outdoor recreation (Klöfver, 2008). For other environmental 
organisations, such as Greenpeace or Friends of the Earth, spending time in nature has been of 
little interest (Sandell & Sörlin, 1994). 

Despite this, and to a varying degree, the Swedish outdoor recreation tradition has always 
contained elements of environmentalism. In a review of three Swedish youth organisations, 
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4H, Friluftsfrämjandet (Association for the Promotion of Outdoor Life), and the Swedish 
Guide and Scout Association, Sandell & Sörlin (1994) conclude that the goals of these 
organisations mirror major social change. In terms of environmentalism, this becomes clear 
when looking at the organisations’ shift from an emphasis on the protection of and care for 
nature to care for the environment. Since the 1990s, all three organisations have expressed an 
increased environmental awareness while stressing the importance of outdoor recreation, i.e. 
contact with nature, as a means of achieving sustainable development (ibid).  

Within the Scout Association, the idea that contact with nature leads to environmental 
awareness and environmentally friendly behaviour was introduced by the founder Robert 
Baden Powell: “By continually watching animals in their natural state, one gets to like them 
too well to shoot them” (Baden-Powell, 1907, p. 20). Accordingly, the seventh paragraph of 
the Swedish Scout Law from 1907 reads: A Scout is a friend to animals and protects nature 
(the author´s translation). In the 1950s the Association for the Promotion of Outdoor Life 
started Skogsmulle – activities for small children where one of the aims was to establish a 
responsible approach to nature. The idea was to let children play, explore and discover nature 
and thereby encourage them to love it (Rantatalo, 2008). 

As has been mentioned above, in the early promotion of outdoor recreation one of the main 
motives was to encourage youth to get out of the cities and into the countryside. The growing 
industrial cities were looked on as physically degenerative, especially due to the 
environmental situation (Bernes & Grundsten, 1991; Bernes & Lundgren, 2009). This theme 
was especially pronounced in 4H, an organisation that was rooted in the agricultural and 
countryside community. However, these organisations had little intention of criticising the 
development of modern society. Instead, the environmental focus has been, and still is on the 
negative side effects rather than the modernisation project itself (Sandell & Sörlin, 1994).  

Outside organised outdoor recreation, yet within the Swedish outdoor recreation tradition, 
there has always been criticism of modern society (Sandell & Sörlin, 1994, see Paper I). With 
inspiration from Romanticism and close to nature-ideals, the simple outdoor recreation 
experience expressed dissociation from modernisation and civilisation (Calicott & Nelsson, 
1998; Sandell & Sörlin, 2008; Schmitt 1969). Henry David Thoreau (Walden, 1854), and in 
Sweden the author Karl-Henrik Forslund, were early representatives of a radical attitude 
towards society and advocates of a simple life close to nature. 

This connection between environmentalism and outdoor recreation still seems to be strong. It 
has recently been suggested that a growing environmental awareness partly explains the 
recent increase in nature-based tourism (Mehmetoglu, 2007). Moreover, in a study of the 
recreational motives of Norwegian hikers, Svarstad (2010) reveals how hiking is seen as a 
response to problems of modern life. One of the three categories of meaning constructions 
found among the hikers was the simple outdoor discourse, in which the respondents regarded 
hiking as a way of living out a critique of the downsides of contemporary society and related 
aspects such as urbanisation and commercialism. 

Research on the outdoor recreation-natural environment nexus  
Given the connections between outdoor recreation and natural environments, as described 
above, investigating how, and to what extent, the environmental aspects of outdoor recreation 



are beginning to attract more attention in a research context is of special interest. A systematic 
search for articles3 on environmental aspects related to nature-based tourism and outdoor 
recreation reveals a broad and complex research arena that covers four general themes (Figure 
5): (1) the impact of nature-based tourism and outdoor recreation on the natural environment, 
(2) the impact of natural environment alterations on outdoor recreation, (3) the influence of 
outdoor recreation on environmentalism, and of main interest for this thesis (4) the influence 
of environmentalism on outdoor recreation. 

Environmentalism

Attitudes and/or behaviour

Natural Environments

Alterations perceived as good or bad

Outdoor Recreation

Nature-based activities and natural settings 
with regard to  outdoor recreation

3

1

4

2

 

Figure 5. The four themes of research (1–4) on environmental aspects of outdoor recreation 
identified in the literature (see Paper 2). 

The review revealed an extensive and diverse body of literature. This presentation does not 
attempt to cover it in full, but to highlight the main topics that have gained most attention in 
each theme. The focus of this thesis is on the fourth theme, namely the influence of 
environmentalism on outdoor preferences. However, as the differences between the third and 
the fourth themes mainly reflect ways of interpreting the results, both these approaches are of 
interest when reviewing the studies, and will be dealt with together under the heading: 
Research on the relationship between outdoor recreation and environmentalism. 

The impact of outdoor recreation on the natural environment 

The first theme (arrow one in Figure 5) represents the impact of outdoor recreation on the 
natural environment. The understanding of the impact of these outdoor activities is central to 
the development of the conservation, planning and management of recreation – a topic that 

                                                            
3Articles published after 1990 in the fields of social science and environmental science. Databases used were 
Science Direct, Academic Search Elite and Leisure Tourism and the combinations of keywords used related to 
environmental aspects and out-of-doors (such as environmental impact, environmental concern, nature based 
tourism, outdoor recreation). 
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has been gaining interest among researchers (Liddle, 1997). This research has mainly been 
conducted along two paths: (i) research regarding the negative effects (i.e. littering, wildlife 
disturbance) and (ii) research on the potentially positive achievements of nature-based tourism 
(i.e. conservation and protection). On-site research into recreational impact has generally been 
conducted within the physical sciences and, according to the North American term, in the 
field of recreation ecology (Hammit & Cole, 1998). This research has to a large extent 
focused on individual components of specific ecosystems, e.g. plants, soils, wildlife and 
aquatic situations. The body of research within recreation ecology has been reviewed by 
Edington and Edington (1986), Liddle (1997), Hammit and Cole (1998), Buckley (2009b) and 
more recently in an Australian context by Pickering and Hill (2007). 

Literature related to the impact of recreation on valuable ecosystems like coastlines, 
mountains and marine ecosystems is not quite so common, however (for a review see Wall & 
Mathieson 2006; Gössling & Hall, 2006). Despite the great number of studies conducted on 
impacts on site, Wall and Mathieson (2006) conclude that the research has been 
geographically and topically uneven. Most research has been conducted in the United 
Kingdom, North America and Australia, with a bias towards studies on specific 
environmental effects or particular ecosystems related to these areas (Wall & Mathieson, 
2006). 

Along with the onsite research, a system approach to recreation and tourism has emerged and 
changed the research into outdoor recreation impact by essentially adding transportation and 
travel to the topic. Research in this area primarily engages social scientists and, due to the 
increasing awareness of global warming, a growing focus has been on the carbon dioxide 
emissions derived from particular journeys and the overall contribution of recreational travel 
to climate change (Gössling, 2002; Gössling, 2005; Peeters, 2005). Another concern regarding 
transportation and travel, which has also recently gained attention, is the issue of biosecurity, 
i.e. the involuntary transportation of organisms to new areas (Hall, 2006; Hall & Lew, 2009). 
In sum, the focus on destination and onsite impacts has been supplemented by research into 
larger processes and the question of how and to what degree global environmental change has 
been affected by recreational activities. 

Research on the second path of impacts, i.e. the positive effects derived from being out-of-
doors in the natural environment, is not very comprehensive. Primarily, such research has 
focused on the potential of nature-based tourism, such as ecotourism, on the protection and 
enhancement of natural resources. A generally agreed goal of ecotourism is the ambition to 
improve environmental outcomes in some way (Buckley, 2009a). This can either be done by 
generating positive effects (e.g. generating environmental awareness or financial resources for 
nature protection) or by reducing negative effects, such as crowding or overuse. While there is 
a large body of literature about what the aims of ecotourism should be and how these might be 
reached, (reviewed by Weaver & Lawton, 2007) research into the performance of ecotourism 
(whether it has been successful or not) is still quite limited (Buckley 2009b). 

The impact of natural environment alterations on outdoor recreation  

Changes to the physical environment (now moving on to the second arrow in Figure 5) as a 
result of human activities or natural processes can affect the attractiveness of natural settings 
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and the quality of the outdoor recreation experience. However, it should be noted that whether 
or not a natural setting can account for attractiveness is ultimately a matter of social 
construction, essentially implying that alterations to the landscape could be perceived in 
different ways by different groups and in different time periods. Nevertheless, it has been 
claimed that it is reasonable to believe that the contemporary loss of species and change in 
ecosystems will have an enormous impact on the demand for nature-based tourism, especially 
in peripheral areas (Hall, 2006). 

In addition to the literature on outdoor recreation management, the dependency on nature 
resources for providing recreational opportunities has received limited attention among 
researchers. To some extent the literature has covered the impact of things like water quality 
(e.g. Lipton, 2003), forest fires (e.g. Hesseln et al, 2007; Boxall & Englin, 2008), acid rain 
(e.g. Burtraw et al 1997), algal blooms (e.g. Hoagland et al, 2002) and the degradation of 
coral reefs (e.g. Kragt et al 2009). Over the last decade, however, there has been a remarkable 
increase in research into the recreational effects of environmental change, which is probably 
due to the growing awareness of global climate change (Becken & Hay, 2007). Of special 
interest in this area is the impact of climate change on different activities, especially snow-
based activities (e.g. Scott et al., 2006; Moen & Fredman, 2007), recreational flows and 
patterns (Maddison, 2001; Gössling & Hall, 2006), including changing conditions for specific 
ecosystems, recreational areas (Elsasser & Bürki, 2002) and destinations (Hall & Higham, 
2005; Becken & Hay, 2007). 

Research on the relationship between outdoor recreation and environmentalism  

In pursuit of a more sustainable future interest has focused on the relationship between 
outdoor recreation and environmentalism. As mentioned above, it has been suggested that 
growing environmental awareness partly explains the recent increase in nature-based tourism 
(Mehmetoglu, 2007). However, research that emphasises environmentalists’ particular 
outdoor-related preferences is relatively limited (e.g. Bjerke et al., 2006; Kaltenborn & 
Bjerke, 2002; Dawson & Lovelock, 2008). Rather, the potential positive influence of 
spending time outdoors, including childhood exposure to natural environments, has been 
studied (e.g. Ewert et al, 2005; Louv, 2009). A review of the literature on environmental and 
place-based education (Dillon et al 2006) also shows that environmental education can change 
learners’ environmental knowledge, attitudes and actions, at least in the short-term, and that 
outdoor pedagogy is acknowledged as an important way of achieving this (Sandell & Öhman, 
2010).  

Education is also an important part of the ecotourism concept. One expressed goal of 
ecotourism is the self-formation of tourists towards more pro-environmental attitudes and 
behaviour (Blamey 2001; Buckley 2009a; Weaver, 2008). Research into whether ecotourism 
can achieve this goal shows that the concept of ecotourism has the potential to enhance visitor 
understanding, and that a well designed and delivered ecotourism product may increase 
knowledge, awareness and general environmental behavioural intentions (Beaumont 2001; 
Powell & Ham, 2008). Tarrant & Green (1999) also claim that if a participant already 
demonstrates a pro-environmental attitude, nature-based activities can act as mediators and 
thereby increase the odds of a transition to pro-environmental behaviour. 
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While some scholars have dealt with the associations between environmental value 
orientations and landscape preferences (de Groot & van den Born, 2003; Kaltenborn & 
Bjerke, 2002), the main focus in this area has been on environmentalism in relation to 
particular outdoor activities. This research can be traced back to the 1970s, when in their 
pioneering study Dunlop and Heffernan (1975) hypothesised that there was a positive 
association between environmental concern and participation in nature-based recreation 
activities. Much of the research on this topic, reviewed by Jackson (1989), Thapa and Graefe 
(2003) and Berns and Simpson (2009), has used the Dunlap-Heffernan hypothesis as a 
starting point. 

In their study, Dunlop and Heffernan (1975) found that there were associations between 
environmental concern and outdoor recreation. They also reported that the association was 
stronger between environmental concern and engagement in appreciative activities (those 
involving enjoyment of nature rather than its alteration) than between environmental concern 
and consumptive activities (those involving taking something away from nature). This 
classification was soon demonstrated as problematic (Jackson, 1989), and indeed, the search 
for a suitable classification system has been an ongoing struggle when exploring the 
relationship between environmentalism and particular outdoor activities, resulting in a variety 
of ways of categorisation schemes. Geisler et al. (1977) added an “abusive” category to 
Dunlap’s and Heffernan’s categories of appreciative and consumptive activities that includes 
activities like snowmobiling and riding off-road vehicles. Jackson (1986) replaced the 
category of abusive activities with another classification termed “mechanised” or 
“motorised”. Theodori et al. (1998) then reclassified the activities into two categories: 
appreciative-to-slight resource utilisation versus moderate-to-intensive resource utilisation. 

The task of classification is further challenged when people are found to participate in more 
than one class of activities (Geisler et al. 1977). Moreover, some researchers have suggested 
that a particular activity may even change category depending on the level of specialisation 
and degree of environmental concern (Theodori et al 1998; Thapa & Grafe, 2003). A number 
of studies show that for some activities the results do not fit into their given category. Anglers 
are an example of this, since they  are considered as  participants engaged in appreciative 
rather than consumptive activities (e.g. Dunlap & Heffernan 1975; Nord et al., 1998; Theodori 
et al., 1998; Teisl & O’Brien, 2003). Similarly, in their study of Norwegian recreationists, 
Bjerke et al. (2006) showed that there are not only different associations in the categories of 
activities, but also in the various types of activities, such as fishing (e.g. fly fishing, fishing 
with nets etc). Results differ depending on what kind of fishing and boating is being carried 
out. As a result, some researchers (Bjerke et al., 2006; Teisle & O’Brian, 2003; Thapa & 
Grafe, 2003) have questioned the merits of classification frameworks, arguing that future 
research should account for each activity rather than using categories. 

Towards an understanding of the “green” recreationist – some conclusions  
As demonstrated above outdoor recreation and environmentalism are interlinked phenomena. 
Historically they have clear parallels: both emerged at the beginning of the last century, drew 
inspiration from Romanticism and developed as a reaction to far-reaching societal changes. 
The first environmental achievements – the establishment of natural parks – created 
landscapes in which outdoor recreation could take place. Moreover, since its inception, 
outdoor recreation has been a retreat for environmentalists, an expression of close-to-nature 
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ideals and a source of inspiration for critics of modernity – despite the fact that the main 
developments of outdoor recreation have been in line with the rest of the society and reflect 
commercialism, technology and the growing contribution to environmental stress. 

One way of understanding the recreationist is to explore the conditions that limit the range of 
recreational options. Characteristics of modern society are increased spatial accessibility and 
freedom of mobility. Alongside this development there has been an ever growing supply of 
natural settings for recreation paralleled with an increasing habit of travelling long distances 
for outdoor recreation experiences. However, the trajectories of outdoor recreation practice 
should not only be seen as conditioned by the supply and accessibility of natural settings; 
participation is not evenly distributed, but shows a high degree of diversity. Rather, increased 
possibilities make the matter of choosing from and prioritising reachable locations more 
important, thus stressing the socio-cultural contexts within which outdoor recreation choices 
are made. In this thesis it is argued that people’s preferences are related to social belonging 
and lifestyle. This emphasises the meaning that recreationists assign to recreational 
landscapes and settings. 

It would appear that at a time when social institutions like class and religion are declining in 
importance, new social communities, of which the environmental movement is one, are 
emerging. In this thesis, it now remains to explore whether environmentalism as a movement 
constitutes a socio-cultural context in which outdoor recreation choices are formed. In 
essence, the questions in focus in the following studies are whether contemporary 
environmentalists distinguish in their outdoor recreation behaviour and if so, how and why? 
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4. METHODS 
In accordance with the hermeneutic approach (see Chapter 1), and since the objective is to 
achieve the best understanding of the object of study, this thesis includes both quantitative and 
qualitative approaches (Sjöström, 1994). In an attempt to understand this topic in the best 
possible way, the studies gradually developed from an exploratory approach to a descriptive- 
and then finally an explanatory approach. This was done in order to (i) get a better picture of 
who the environmentalists are and whether or not they distinguish in their outdoor recreation 
behaviour, (ii) examine how the environmentalists distinguish, and (iii) identify the reasons 
why they distinguish. Although a quantitative approach was used to explore and describe, 
qualitative methods were applied in order to understand and interpret the quantitative results. 
Thus, at a thesis level the examination of the relationship between environmentalists and 
outdoor recreation was done in accordance with the idea of triangulation, i.e. the use of 
different methods and analytic strategies for a more authentic portrayal of the social world 
(Patton, 2002).  

Paper 1 used data from a national survey regarding outdoor recreation in Sweden. The survey 
was conducted by the research programme “Outdoor Recreation in Change” (Fredman et al. 
2008a-d). A postal survey was distributed to a national sample of 4,700 Swedish citizens 
(aged between 18-75 years) from October 2007 to January 2008, with a final response rate of 
40% (n=1792) after three reminders (two including a new questionnaire). A follow-up 
telephone survey directed at 433 non-respondents indicated that the likelihood of answering 
the questionnaire was not correlated to an interest in outdoor recreation. The purpose of the 
survey was to give a broad picture of outdoor recreation participation in Sweden, and as such, 
it included a much broader set of 43 recreation activities compared to the eight activities 
included in the national census (SCB, 2004). The questionnaire covered topics like the 
demand for increased participation, constraints, access to nature, willingness to pay and 
environmental behaviour. Hence, data from this survey provided the inquiry into 
environmental behaviour with detailed information about outdoor recreation participation 
(Fredman et al., 2009). 

Here it is important to note that environmentalists do not make up a homogeneous group, but 
differ widely in both attitudes and behaviour (see the discussion in Chapter 3). Who the 
environmentalists are is also a matter of how environmentalism is defined and measured. In 
Paper 1, environmentalists are empirically identified by means of their answers to questions in 
the questionnaire relating to self-reported behaviour (see Appendix 2). It could be argued that 
the outdoor activities listed in the questionnaire are more likely to be regarded as women´s 
activities, and may actually exclude male environmentalists. In Paper 2, although falling into 
the empirically defined group (they were asked to answer the survey questions as control) the 
environmentalists interviewed were not fully consistent with the generalised picture presented 
in Paper 1. However, the main focus of this thesis is not to give a once and for all answer to 
who the environmentalists are, but to contribute to an understanding of the relationship 
between environmentalism and outdoor recreation. 
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A quantitative approach to the study of environmentalism and outdoor recreation preferences 

The aim of the first paper was to explore whether or not contemporary environmentalists 
distinguish with regard to outdoor recreation. In order to do this, a regression analysis and 
non-parametric tests were used to investigate the outdoor recreation behaviour vs. 
environmentalism nexus. We focused on identifying the environmentalists by looking at 
socio-demographic predictors, recreation behaviour and participation in outdoor recreation 
activities. Our measure of environmental behaviour consisted of an index based on four 
questions concerning transportation, the management of household waste, organic food and 
the purchase of green eco-labelled products:  

(i) I choose to walk, cycle or use public transport instead of going by car 

(ii) I collect and separate household waste 

(iii) I eat organically produced food 

(iv) I purchase green eco label products. 

To find out who the environmentalists are logistic regression was used to define socio-
demographic variables as predictors of pro-environmental behaviour. In order to examine the 
overall outdoor characteristics of the environmentalists, we used non-parametric Chi-square 
tests to identify the differences between environmentalists and non-environmentalists. We 
used this approach because we could not assume that environmental attitudes would predict 
outdoor recreation behaviour.  

The activity preferences of environmentalists were measured in correlation with reported 
environmental behaviour (measured with the environmental index specified above). In order 
to test the correlation between a categorical and continuous variable we estimated the Eta 
coefficient comparing the means of the environmental index across the 43 different categories 
of outdoor recreation participation included in the national survey. 

A qualitative approach to studying the spatial aspects of environmentalism and outdoor 
recreation 

The second paper deals with the question of how environmentalists relate to outdoor 
recreation landscapes. As described in Chapter 3, neither outdoor recreation nor contact with 
nature has played a major role in the organised Swedish environmental movement. 
Fältbiologerna (Nature and Youth Sweden) is an exception, however, as it is a youth 
organisation that combines a deep environmental commitment and strong environmental 
values with a profound and expressed interest in outdoor recreation. This combination makes 
the organisation a “unique” (Yin, 2003) or “crucial” case (Goggin, 1986). The findings from 
this study cannot be generalised in a statistical sense, however. Through a process that Yin 
(2003) refers to as “analytic generalisation”, a “previously developed theory is used as a 
template with which to compare the empirical results of the case study” (p. 33). The theory is 
thus the main vehicle for generalising the results of the case study (ibid). 

The qualitative study of Nature and Youth Sweden focused on two communicative contexts: 
the members’ magazine Fältbiologen and the communicative interaction between members of 
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the organisation's district boards. These contexts were dealt with in two ways, namely by a 
content analysis (the members’ magazine) and focus group interviews (the district boards). 

The members’ magazine is published four times a year and about 2,800 copies are distributed 
to all members (www.faltbiologerna.se). The content analysis included 10 years of 
publication (from No. 1 2000 to Nos. 3-4 2010), making a total of 36 issues of the magazine. 
Initially, in order to examine how the organisation relates to outdoor recreation, texts covering 
how and where Nature and Youth Sweden undertakes its outdoor recreation activities and 
what kind of transportation this performance requires were identified. Moreover, the content 
analysis also recognised texts related to outdoor recreation at a general level, such as texts 
revealing the organisation’s recreational landscape preferences as well as articles about 
related issues such as mobility, transportation and tourism. In the analysis, following the 
suggestions of Graneheim & Lundman (2003), the texts were read carefully several times to 
get a sense of wholeness. As shown in Table 2, paragraphs and sentences containing relevant 
information and meaning units were condensed and divided into categories. Themes and sub-
themes were then created from these categories and formed the basis for the interpretation.  

Table 2. Example of meaning units, condensed meaning units, sub-themes and themes from 
the content analysis.  

Meaning unit Condensed meaning 
unit 

Sub-theme Theme 

”A twenty kilometre walk 
to the nearest road; with 
mountains, quietness and 
silence at every turn.”  

Isolation, quietness and 
silence  

Natural silence Positive landscape 
qualities 

”Strolling around among 
the wetlands and hazel 
and discovering 
everything that creeps, 
floats and twitters.” 

Discovering plants and 
animals 

Biological diversity Positive landscape 
qualities 

 

In addition to the content analysis, focus group interviews were conducted with three boards 
at district level. All the interviews were semi-structured in the sense that they revolved around 
a number of pre-formulated topics of discussion (Denscombe, 2009). All the questions used 
were tested on a group of research colleagues before the actual interviews were conducted. 
The focus group interviews were conducted to complement the findings from the content 
analyses. The topics for discussion included: (i) outdoor recreation activities and settings, (ii) 
the role of outdoor recreation for the organisation, (iii) general landscape preferences and (iii) 
aspects of travelling and transportation. Three interviews were held within a two week time 
span. Each session lasted about1.5 hours and was held in conjunction with a regular board 
meeting. The participants were between 18-21 years of age, with the exception of one 
individual who was 14 years of age. Each discussion was attended by 4-5 members. The 
discussions were recorded, transcribed and then analysed using the content analysis method 
described above.  
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5. PAPER SUMMARIES 

My role in the papers 
This thesis includes two papers, which are summarised using key characteristics in Table 2, 
below. In the first paper, my role as first author was to take the lead in the literature review 
and the statistical analysis. The second paper was written entirely by me with supervision 
from my supervisors.   

  

Table 3. Summaries of Paper 1 and Paper 2.    

Paper Research questions Empirical data Methods Findings
Environmentalism and 
Tourism Preferences. 
A Study of Outdoor 
Recreationists in 
Sweden 
(Wolf-Watz, D., 
Sandell, K., & 
Fredman, P. 2011)

Do environmentalists 
distinguish within outdoor 
recreation, with special 
focus on activity 
preferences?

Data from a nationwide 
study of participation in 
43 different outdoor 
recreation activities.

Literature review of
the impact of 
environmentalism on
recreational choices 
Statistical analyses of 
the outdoor recreation 
vs. environmentalism 
nexus. 

Environmentalists, as defined in 
the paper, engage in different
activities with special 
preferences for  simple, non-
motorised activities 

Environmentalists do not avoid
travelling for their recreational
experiences.

Places to Go and 
Places to Be. Spatial 
Aspects on 
Environmentalism and 
Outdoor Recreation in 
Sweden
(Wolf-Watz, D. 
Working paper)

How do environmentalists
relate to the outdoor
recreation landscape? 

What are the mechanisms
behind their recreational
choices?

Data from member
magazine of the 
organization
Fältbiologerna (Nature 
and Youth Sweden). 

Interview data.

Content analysis of 
member magazine
Focus group interviews
with members of 
Fältbiologerna (Nature 
and Youth Sweden). 

Environmentalists (Nature and 
Youth Sweden) prefer settings 
characterised by qualities such 
as silence and absence of 
human impact. These qualities 
are defined within 
communicative contexts.
Outdoor recreation functions as 
way of learning, meeting and 
sociospatially distinguish from 
the other.

 

Summary of Paper 1, “Environmentalists and Tourism Preferences: A Study 
of Outdoor Recreationists in Sweden.” 
The first paper focused on environmentalists, who they are and whether and to what extent 
they distinguish with regard to their outdoor recreation practice. In Sweden the outdoor 
recreation tradition has always included environmentalism elements (Sandell & Sörlin, 2008). 
The international literature on this topic has mainly focused on the relationship between 
environmentalism and specific activities, showing that there are positive associations between 
environmentalism and participation in outdoor recreation, and especially so-called 
appreciative activities.   
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The study presented in the paper was based on data from the national survey mentioned above 
(Fredman et al., 2008a-d) and environmentalists were defined on the basis of self-reported 
behaviour. This group of environmentalists was found to be associated with gender, 
education, urban living and children in the household. The likelihood of being an 
environmentalist was significantly higher among females, highly educated individuals, 
individuals living in cities of 50,000 inhabitants or more, and was significantly lower if there 
were children (up to 12 years) in the household. While taking a broad view of the outdoor 
recreation preferences of environmentalists, the study identified several characteristics with 
regard to behaviour, compared to those not classified as environmentalists. These 
characteristics included spending more time in the outdoors, claiming closeness to nature as a 
motive for outdoor recreation participation, possession of a second home and claiming that 
outdoor recreation opportunities had an impact on the choice of residential location. 
Paradoxically, though, the study found that environmentalists did not hesitate to travel from 
residential areas for participation in outdoor recreation, even though it is reasonable to believe 
that this involves the use of fossil fuels. One conclusion is that this stresses the importance of 
specific natural settings for the desired recreational experiences, which reinforces the notion 
that the demand for tourism is important among environmentalists.   

In terms of outdoor activities, our study supported previous research showing that pro-
environmental groups preferred non-extractive activities with little environmental impact 
(cycling, birdwatching, walking, skiing, kayaking etc.), while negative correlations between 
environmentalism and participation were identified for hunting and snowmobiling as 
representations of extractive and motorised recreation activities.  

These findings initially suggest that the expressed preferences may simply reflect the 
environmental concerns of these groups. However, on taking a more detailed look at the 
comprehensive list of activities in Table 3, no obvious category of pro-environmental 
behaviour is apparent. The results question the use of simplistic recreational classification 
systems in order to understand activity preferences and call for more in-depth, qualitative 
research to further understand environmentalists’ nature-based recreational choices. 

Summary of Paper 2, “Places to Go and Places to Be. Spatial Aspects of 
Environmentalism and Outdoor Recreation in Sweden.” 
The second paper was based on the finding in Paper 1 that environmentalists do not hesitate to 
travel to outdoor recreation settings. In order to understand this more fully, the study focused 
on how environmentalists related to the outdoor recreation landscape and the processes that 
underlie preferences and choices of natural settings. A qualitative study was conducted of the 
Swedish youth organisation Nature and Youth Sweden, which combines a strong commitment 
to the environment with a great outdoor interest. Data was gathered by means of focus group 
interviews with district boards and a content analysis of the organisation's members’ 
magazine.  

The study’s results showed that outdoor recreation plays a central role in the organisation 
Nature and Youth Sweden, both as a way of learning about nature and as a way of socialising 
between members. Nature and Youth Sweden engages in various outdoor activities such as 
nature studies, hiking and camping, preferably in natural settings characterised by the 
landscape qualities of natural quietness and an absence of other people or human impact. 
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These landscape qualities are also defined within the organisation´s communicative contexts, 
such as the members’ magazine and in various social gatherings (indoors and outdoors), and 
reflect a continuing production of social representations based on the organisation’s core 
values and ideas. In this process, landscapes are classified and valued and places are defined 
and named. The representations provide a social and spatial orientation by which some 
patterns of movement become more desirable, privileged, meaningful and understandable 
than others. Outdoor recreation is thus a meaningful socio-spatial practice derived from these 
representations. 

However, being outdoors is more than an expression of environmental concern and social 
criticism. It is also a way of forming group identity. Engaging in outdoor recreation is a way 
for people to socially place and distinguish themselves. Getting to the “right” places seems to 
have the double function of uniting and excluding. Therefore, in addition to the learning and 
socialising functions, spending time at chosen natural settings, at the right places, helps 
Nature and Youth Sweden to define and accentuate social distinction and to reinforce its own 
social identity and self-image. This creates a spatial and social distance to places and people 
that represent aspects of society that are not in accordance with the organisation´s ideas, 
values and norms. The places to frequent are valuable as long as they maintain their qualities 
– including the absence of the other. Therefore, one might suggest that the formation of social 
identity is not just linked to people and places, but also to the social and physical space in-
between these people and places. 

The study thus shows that for Nature and Youth Sweden, the motives for travelling seem to 
recompense the means of transport. It appears as if the choice of natural setting is not only 
due to activity requirements, but also to specific landscape preferences. For Nature and Youth 
Sweden (as mainly a city based organisation) transportation is a prerequisite for visiting the 
preferred sites that are characterised by untouched nature and an absence of human influence. 
Ironically, the importance of going to these places to maintain their identity as 
environmentalists forces them to compromise their environmental conscience in terms of the 
mode of transport used. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
The diversity of contemporary outdoor recreation is great, both in terms of the activities and 
the settings in which these activities are performed. However, this diversity is not just due to a 
wide range of activities and settings, but also to people´s increased ability to shape their 
lifestyles and identities and to choose how to spend their leisure time. In this thesis it is 
argued that these outdoor recreation choices are strongly related to socio-cultural contexts, of 
which the environmental movement can be considered to be one. It can therefore be 
concluded that environmentalists do distinguish in outdoor recreation, and, at the same time, 
use outdoor recreation for distinction. 

The aim of this thesis has been to explore and analyse the relationship between 
environmentalism and outdoor recreation, with a focus on how people who express an 
environmental commitment relate to, and use, nature and the landscape as recreational 
resources. The flow diagram, below (Figure 6), schematically summarises the scope and 
findings of the thesis. Starting from the left, the environmentally aware outdoor recreationists 
(according to the operational definitions described above) face various constraints related to 
time-spatial factors and governing associated with social contexts, which taken together make 
up a scope for action within which their outdoor recreation choices are made. The outcome of 
this process leads to their actual outdoor recreational participation, i.e. their outdoor spatial 
pattern. The research that has been conducted and presented in this thesis has looked more 
deeply into this process, both empirically and theoretically. 

Outdoor recreational
choices

Time-spatial 
constraints

Environmentally
aware

outdoor 
recreationist

Social governing
and constraints

related to values and 
norms  

Outdoor spatial 
patterns: activities 

and settings 

 

 Figure 6. Summary of the scope and findings of the thesis. 
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Despite the fact that outdoor recreation has developed in line with the evolution of 
industrialised and urbanised society, and thereby includes features such as high mobility, 
commercialisation and technical development, spending time in nature has been a way for 
environmentally committed individuals to express their criticism of the downsides of modern 
society. The empirical findings presented in Papers I and 2 of this thesis accordingly show 
that some outdoor recreationists are very environmentally aware and in their outdoor 
recreation performances distinguish from non-environmentalists with regard to choices of 
activity and natural settings. In accordance with earlier research, in this group of 
environmentalists, highly educated women living in major cities are over-represented.  

From a geographical perspective, a dominant feature of the last hundred years has been the 
removal of spatial barriers for affluent groups. The development of various means of 
transportation and the availability of cheap fossil fuel has dramatically increased people’s 
mobility, especially in the West (i.e. a dramatic increase of the “prism” presented in Figure 3). 
However, there is a notable difference between the potential physical ability of individuals in 
these groups to move in space and the actual movement pattern. People do not usually exploit 
the entire potential reach to which they have access. Therefore, this thesis suggests a growing 
importance of socio-cultural influences on outdoor recreational choices and participation, e.g. 
related to environmentalism. While the range of outdoor recreation opportunities is wide, time 
is still is a limited resource. This leads to a conflict of interest of these opportunities and 
stresses the meaning that people assign to the components of outdoor recreation.   

As mentioned above, environmentalists distinguish in their recreation behaviour from non-
environmentalists in terms of choices, activity preferences and natural settings. Findings show 
that environmentalists’ preferences mirror their environmentally-based values. Even though 
the findings were inconsistent, in that some activities were avoided and other similar activities 
were not (i.e. the discrepancy between hunting and fishing), it can be ascertained that in 
general environmentalists do in fact take part in activities that have little impact on the 
environment. Their participation preferably occurs in settings with landscape qualities like 
untouched nature, natural quiet and biological diversity. In this sense their preferences are in 
accordance with the category of “purists” in the purism-scale, and the lower areas of in the 
ecostrategical framework (Figure 4). Accordingly, closeness to nature, especially untouched 
nature, is an expressed motivation for participating in outdoor recreation.  

Environmentalists do not differ from non-environmentalists when it comes to travel, however. 
Despite an awareness of the harmful effects of transportation on the natural environment, 
travelling is regarded as important for their outdoor recreation experience. One reason for this 
contradiction can be found in the notion of place identity. By spending time in chosen natural 
settings, or the “right” places, environmentalists reinforce their own social identity and self-
image. The choice of setting for the preferred activity implies a distinction that signals 
belonging and distancing – whether or not this includes travel. It is notable that the members 
of Nature and Youth Sweden draw the line at travel by aeroplane; a self-imposed constraint 
(based on their values) that actually reduces their potential path area.  

Environmentally-based values and related norms govern environmentalists in their outdoor 
recreation. Thus, the socio-cultural context can be seen as an intermediary between 
environmental awareness and the actions actually taken. Through social processes some 
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participation patterns, i.e. engaging in specific activities in specific settings, become more 
desirable, privileged, meaningful and understandable than others. The meaningful experience 
consists of sets of symbolic actions (constituting a time-geographical project), that expresses 
environmental commitment. However, these symbolic actions do not necessarily correlate 
with actual environmental effects. With regard to the Nature and Youth Sweden, performing 
simple outdoor recreation activities in pristine landscapes has great symbolic meaning, while 
the included (or excluded) transportation, albeit making an environmental impact, does not – 
with the exception of flying. Being too literal about the environmental agenda, i.e. not 
travelling at all, would threaten an important way of expressing an environmentally-based 
identity. Thus, the examination of the relationship between environmentalism and outdoor 
recreation reveals a general gap between the social and the environmental account.    

In my discussion of this I stress the impact of an increasing urbanisation and a general time-
spatial separation of societal functions. For instance, in this case the fact that many 
environmentally committed individuals live in urban areas contributes to their mobility and 
travel to pristine natural settings. However, this separation might not only impact people’s 
mobility, but also their relationship with the non-human world. Whatever intrinsic value one 
might ascribe to nature in theory, in practice, within the concept of outdoor recreation (like 
most other human practices), there will always be a degree of instrumentalism. The natural 
landscape is used for various social purposes, not least to mark social difference. Despite the 
level of environmental commitment, when direct contact with nature is relegated to leisure 
and recreation the natural landscape turns into an arena for social and symbolic action and 
nature into a commodity for consumption. Accordingly, in applying the outdoor recreational 
pattern of environmentalists in Sandell´s conceptual framework of ecostrategies (Figure 5), 
you will find environmentalists approaching the natural landscape as a “museum for external 
consumption”. 
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7. THEMES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
In spite of my efforts so far there is still a lot to do! Sometimes answering questions seems to 
give birth to new ones. My research on this topic is scheduled to continue for another two 
years and below I list some thoughts about the forthcoming work: 

- As shown in this thesis, meaningful outdoor recreation experiences consist of sets of social 
and symbolic actions. This includes the performance of the right activity in the right natural 
setting. From a socio-spatial point of view, an interesting approach for further research on 
environmentalism and outdoor recreation would be to combine Pierre Bourdieu’s notion (e.g. 
Bourdieu, 1984) of symbolic capital with the time-geography of Torsten Hägerstrand 
discussed in this thesis. Symbolic capital, as a crucial source of power, is whatever awards a 
value in a social context, a field. A combination of the theories of Bourdieu and Hägerstrand 
would highlight the striving for symbolic capital as a matter of being in the right place at the 
right time. Looking at outdoor recreation as a way of getting hold of capital, and thereby 
reproducing one´s position in the current social context, might be a fruitful way of further 
understanding the environmentalism and outdoor recreation relationship.   

- The ideas presented above, as well as the theoretical framework indicated in Paper 2, are 
based on the importance of place. However, it has been argued that globalisation and 
increasing mobility have rendered geographic location insignificant (cf. Relph 1976). My 
future work will include a penetration of the current debate about place and mobility and the 
extent to which we can talk about a spatial diversification of place identity (Sandell & Sörlin, 
2008). 

- The studies conducted so far have made use of a national sample and the organisation 
Nature and Youth Sweden as units of analyses. Therefore, a logical extension of the research 
would be to move to the individual level and conduct individual interviews with 
environmentalists actively practising outdoor recreation. The present idea is to try to make 
contact with former members of Nature and Youth, preferably empty nesters with a sound 
economy and a high degree of mobility. 

- Another interesting issue would be to follow up the results of Paper 1 relating to the use of 
simplistic recreational classification systems for the understanding of environmentalists’ 
activity preferences. It would be interesting to use more in-depth, qualitative research to 
further understand the choices of activity. 

- Finally, it would be interesting to actually measure the environmental effect of the 
recreational practices of environmentalists in comparison to non-environmentalists – although 
this may actually be beyond the scope of this dissertation.  
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TÄNK PÅ DETTA NÄR DU BESVARAR ENKÄTEN 
 
 

• Frågorna avser aktiviteter och naturupplevelser på din fritid.  
Inkludera inte aktiviteter och upplevelser i samband med 
yrkesarbete, studier etc. 

 
• Vissa frågor kanske handlar om något du är mindre intresserad av, 

likväl är dina svar mycket viktiga för oss. 
 

• Även om du tycker att några frågor är svåra att besvara exakt, svara 
så gott du kan. Dina svar är värdefulla även om de är ungefärliga. 

 
• Returnera det ifyllda formuläret i det portofria svarskuvertet. 

 
• Om du hellre besvarar enkäten på Internet, gå då till adressen: 

http//gathering.itm.miun.se/fritids.survey  
         Logga in med de uppgifter som finns längst ner på enkätens baksida.  
 



 Först vill vi ställa några frågor om dig, din uppväxt och dina eventuella    
 vistelser i naturen. 
 
 
 
 1. Jag är…   Kvinna  Man 
 
 

 2. Jag är född år…   1 9  _  _ 
 
 
 
  
 3a. Var bor du idag? Kryssa i det alternativ som bäst beskriver ditt bostadsområde. 
 

 Landsbygd med högst ett fåtal hus inom synhåll 
 By eller mindre ort på landsbygden med i huvudsak en- eller tvåfamiljshus 

 By eller mindre ort på landsbygden med blandad bebyggelse, en– eller tvåfamiljshus och flerfamiljshus   
 Tätbebyggt område, stadsdel eller förort med i huvudsak en– eller tvåfamiljshus 
 Tätbebyggt område med blandad bebyggelse, en– eller tvåfamiljshus och flerfamiljshus 
 Tätbebyggt område med i huvudsak flerfamiljshus 

 
 
 3b. Om du fyllt i något av de tre sista alternativen i föregående fråga ("tätbebyggt område…") vill vi att du     
 anger typ av tätort: 
 

 Mindre stad (mindre än ca 50 000 innevånare) 

 Medelstor stad (ca 50 000 - 200 000 innevånare) 
 Storstad (mer än ca 200 000 innevånare) 

 
 
 4. I vilken utsträckning uppfattar du följande som natur? Markera med kryss. 
 
 

 Inte alls Delvis Till stor del Helt och hållet 

Skogar     
Badstränder     
Fjäll     
Beteshagar     
Åkrar     
Trädgårdar     
Parker i städer     
Golfbanor     
Elljusspår     
Sjöar och hav     
Fotbollsplaner     

 



 5. Ungefär hur ofta är du ute i naturen? Kryssa i det alternativ som passar in bäst för dig på vardagar, helger  
 och längre ledigheter. 
 

 Aldrig Sällan Ganska 
ofta 

Mycket ofta 

På vardagarna     
På helger     
Under längre ledigheter, semestrar, lov etc     

 
 6. Ungefär hur ofta var du ute i naturen som barn (innan du fyllde 12 år)? 
 

 Aldrig Sällan Ganska 
ofta 

Mycket ofta 

På vardagarna     
På helger     
Under längre ledigheter, semestrar, lov etc     

 
 
 7. Att vistas i naturen brukar få mig att känna eller uppleva…  
 Markera med ett kryss i vilken grad du instämmer med följande påståenden. 
 

 
 

Helt 
oenig 

Delvis 
oenig 

Varken 
enig eller 

oenig 

Delvis 
enig 

Helt 
enig 

Vet ej 

…en ökad insikt om ”samspelet i 
naturen”, att allt hänger samman       

…en känsla av att staden är beroende 
av den omgivande naturen       

…en känsla av att jag själv och alla 
människor hör samman med, och ingår 
i naturen 

      

 
 8a. Hur bodde du när du växte upp? Kryssa det alternativ som bäst motsvarar ditt huvudsakliga boende fram  
 till 18 års ålder. 
 
 

 Landsbygd med högst ett fåtal hus inom synhåll 
 By eller mindre ort på landsbygden med i huvudsak en- eller tvåfamiljshus 
 By eller mindre ort på landsbygden med blandad bebyggelse, en– eller tvåfamiljshus och flerfamiljshus   
 Tätbebyggt område, stadsdel eller förort med i huvudsak en– eller tvåfamiljshus 
 Tätbebyggt område med blandad bebyggelse, en– eller tvåfamiljshus och flerfamiljshus 

 Tätbebyggt område med i huvudsak flerfamiljshus 
 
 8b. Om du fyllt i något av de tre sista alternativen i föregående fråga ("tätbebyggt område…") vill vi att  
 du anger typ av tätort: 
 

 Mindre stad (mindre än ca 50 000 innevånare) 

 Medelstor stad (ca 50 000 - 200 000 innevånare) 
 Storstad (mer än ca 200 000 innevånare) 

 



 9. Var växte du respektive dina föräldrar upp? Kryssa eller skriv det alternativ som passar bäst. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 Här följer en lista över olika utomhusaktiviteter. Framför varje aktivitet finns ett  
 nummer som vi hänvisar till i andra frågor längre fram. Samma lista finns också  
 på baksidan av följebrevet för att underlätta när du svarar på frågorna. 
 
 
 10. Hur många gånger har du ägnat dig åt respektive aktivitet utomhus under fritiden de senaste 12   
 månaderna? Kryssa ett alternativ för varje aktivitet. 
 
 

 Ingen gång 1-5 
ggr 

6-20 
ggr 

21-60 
ggr 

Mer än 
60 ggr 

1. Strövat i skog och mark (t ex för att titta 
på naturen, plocka svamp och bär) 

 
     

2. Tagit nöjes- och motionspromenader av 
annat slag      

3. Promenerat med hund      
4. Vandrat i fjällen      
5. Vandrat på vandringsleder i 

låglandsterräng      
6. Joggat/ terrängsprungit      
7. Gått stavgång      
8. Cyklat i terrängen (MTB)      
9. Cyklat på vägar      
10. Åkt rullskridskor/inlines/rullskidor      
11. Åkt skateboard      
12. Badat utomhus i sjö/hav      
13. Badat utomhus i pool/äventyrsbad      
14. Dykt, snorklat      
15. Paddlat kanot/kajak      
16. Seglat, vind/vågsurfat      
17. Kört/åkt vattenskidor/wakeboard      

 I Sverige I annat land, (ange vilket):

Jag själv växte upp  ____________________ 
Min mor växte upp  ____________________ 
Min far växte upp  ____________________ 



 Ingen gång 1-5 
ggr 

6-20 
ggr 

21-60 
ggr 

Mer än 
60 ggr 

18. Fritidsfiskat      

19. Åkt längdskidor/turskidor      

20. Gått på snöskor      

21. Åkt utför på skidor      

22. Åkt Snowboard      

23. Åkt skridskor/långfärdsskridskor      

24. Kört/åkt motorbåt      

25. Kört/åkt snöskoter      

26. Spelat paintball, rollspel (lajv) etc      

27. Bedrivit geocaching      

28. Solbadat      

29. Jagat      

30. Kört/åkt hundspann      

31. Kört/åkt vattenskoter/jetski      

32. Spelat golf      

33. Orienterat      

34. Klättrat, bestigit berg      

35. Åkt pulka/kälke      

36. Ridit i terräng      

37. Arbetat i trädgården      

38. Tältat/övernattat i naturen      

39. Haft picknick eller grillat i naturen      

40. Studerat växter/djur/fågelskådat      

41. Mediterat,Yoga eller liknande i naturen      

42. Sportflugit motor- eller segelflygplan      
43. Seglat kite/drake, hanggliding, fallskärm, 

basejump och liknande      
44. Annat:      

 
 

 Om du inte ägnat dig åt någon enda av aktiviteterna ovan kan du kryssa här  och gå vidare till fråga 14 



 Olika utomhusaktiviteter kan ha olika betydelse på vardagar, på helger  
 och under längre ledigheter. Titta på listan över utomhusaktiviteter  
 på baksidan av följebrevet och besvara nedanstående frågor. 
 
 
 11. Vilken av aktiviteterna på listan har varit viktigast för dig på vardagar, under helger respektive under  
 längre ledigheter de senaste 12 månaderna? Ange en aktivitet per rad. Du kan naturligtvis ange samma   
 aktivitet på mer än en rad om den återkommande är den viktigaste. 
 
 
Aktivitet nr _____  har varit viktigast för mig på vardagar 

 
Aktivitet nr _____  har varit viktigast för mig på helger 

 
Aktivitet nr _____  har varit viktigast för mig under längre ledigheter 
 
 
 12. Tänk nu på de aktiviteter du angav i föregående fråga. Varför har de varit viktiga för dig? Kryssa för de   
 faktorer som haft betydelse för dig vid utövandet av respektive aktivitet. 
 
 

 Den aktivitet som 
varit viktigast för mig 

på vardagar 

Den aktivitet som 
varit viktigast för mig  

på helger 

Den aktivitet som 
varit viktigast för mig 

under längre 
ledigheter 

Utöva fysisk aktivitet    

Vara nära naturen    

Umgås med vänner    

Umgås med familjen    

Uppleva avkoppling    

Uppleva ensamhet    

Uppleva äventyr och utmaningar    

Komma bort från arbetet    

Komma bort från hemmet    
Ha kul    
Möta nya människor    

Vinna anseende och respekt    

Uppleva en andlig dimension    
  



 
 Nu ställer vi några frågor om framtiden. Vi frågar också om vilka   
 utomhusaktiviteter som du inte kan utöva i den utsträckning du skulle vilja. 
 
 
 13. Titta på listan över utomhusaktiviteter på baksidan av följebrevet. Finns det någon eller några aktiviteter   
 som du tror att du kommer ägna dig mindre åt om 5 år jämfört med idag? Ange högst en aktivitet per rad. 
 
 

 Nej   

 Ja  På vardagar minskar framför allt aktivitet nummer _____ 

   På helger minskar framför allt aktivitet nummer _____ 

   Under längre ledigheter minskar framför allt aktivitet nummer _____ 
 
 
 14. Titta på listan över utomhusaktiviteter på baksidan av följebrevet. Finns det någon eller några aktiviteter   
 du tror att du kommer ägna dig mer åt om 5 år jämfört med idag? Ange högst en aktivitet per rad. 
 
 

 Nej   

 Ja  På vardagar ökar framför allt aktivitet nummer _____ 

   På helger ökar framför allt aktivitet nummer _____ 

   Under längre ledigheter ökar framför allt aktivitet nummer _____ 
 
 
 15. Var skulle du önska att du kunde ägna dig åt utomhusaktiviteter i framtiden (om ca 5 år eller mer)?  
 Markera med ett kryss per kolumn. 
 

 På vardagar På helger Under längre 
ledigheter 

På ungefär samma platser som idag    
Närmare min bostad    
Längre bort från min bostad    

 
 
 16. Titta återigen på listan över utomhusaktiviteter på baksidan av följebrevet. Finns det någon eller några  
 aktiviteter du skulle vilja ägna dig mer åt i dagsläget?  
 
 

 Nej   Gå till fråga 18 

 Ja          På vardagar skulle jag vilja ägna mig mer åt aktivitet nummer _____ 

      På helger skulle jag vilja ägna mig mer åt aktivitet nummer _____ 

      Under längre ledigheter skulle jag vilja ägna mig mer åt aktivitet nummer _____ 
 



 17. Det kan finnas många olika orsaker varför man inte har möjlighet att ägna sig åt utomhusaktiviteter i den   
 utsträckning man önskar. Tänk nu på de aktiviteter du angav i föregående fråga. Varför kan du inte ägna dig  
 åt dessa aktiviteter i den utsträckning du önskar? Kryssa de faktorer som har betydelse för respektive aktivitet. 
 
 

 Den aktivitet jag 
helst skulle vilja 
ägna mig mer åt 

på vardagar 

Den aktivitet jag 
helst skulle vilja 
ägna mig mer åt 

på helger 

Den aktivitet jag helst 
skulle vilja ägna mig mer 
åt under längre ledigheter 

Kostar för mycket pengar    

Alltför fysiskt krävande    
Saknar tillgång till lämpliga platser / 
områden     

Saknar någon att utöva den med    

Saknar kunskap/ utbildning    

Saknar utrustning    

Saknar tid    

Saknar mod    

Familjesituationen    

Funktionshinder/sjukdom    

Annan orsak, ange: __________    
 
 
 Nu följer några frågor om det naturområde som är viktigast för dig att    
 besöka på fritiden i regionen där du bor. Frågorna avser dina besök de senaste  
 12 månaderna.  
 
 
 
 18. Har du under de senaste 12 månaderna på fritiden besökt naturområden, som ligger högst 10 mil från din   
 bostad? 
 
 

  Nej    Gå till fråga 28 
  Ja   Vilket naturområde är viktigast för dig?  

   Ange om möjligt områdets namn: _______________________________________  
 

 
 19. Hur skulle du beskriva detta naturområde? Markera med ett kryss. 

 

 Mest sjö och vattendrag 
 Mest hav 
 Mest skärgård 
 Mest skog 
 Mest ängs-, betes- och hagmark                         

 Mest åker 
 Mest fjäll 

 Mest bebyggelse 

 Mest park 

 Mest öppen (gräs-) yta 
 



 20. Vilken aktivitet har du huvudsakligen ägnat dig åt i detta naturområde under de senaste 12 månaderna?   
 Svara med aktivitetens nummer från den bifogade listan över utomhusaktiviteter på följebrevets baksida. 

 
 

Jag brukar huvudsakligen ägna mig åt aktivitet nummer: _____ 
 
 
 21. Ungefär hur långt är det mellan din bostad och detta naturområde? Skriv på en av de tomma raderna. 
 

 
 

Cirka ________ kilometer, eller cirka ________ meter 
 

 
 
 22. Hur ofta har du besökt detta naturområde under de senaste 12 månaderna? Markera med ett kryss. 
 
 

Mindre än 4 
ggr per år 

Cirka 4-8 ggr per 
år 

Cirka 1-3 ggr 
per månad 

Cirka 1-3 ggr 
per vecka 

Cirka 4-6 ggr 
per vecka Varje dag 

      
 
 
 
 23. Hur länge varade ditt genomsnittliga besök i detta naturområde (förutom resan dit och hem)? Skriv på en   
 av de tomma raderna. 

 
 

Cirka_______ dagar,  eller cirka _______ timmar,  eller cirka _______ minuter 
 
 
 
 24. Att besöka ett naturområde är ofta förenat med kostnader av olika slag, till exempel bilbränsle, buss- eller   
 tågbiljetter, mat, dryck, utrustning, mm. Tänk nu på hur du brukar färdas till och från naturområdet du nämnt  
 i fråga 18 och vad du brukar göra när du är där. 
 
 Hur mycket pengar spenderade du i samband med ett genomsnittligt besök i detta naturområde?  
 
 

Resa dit och hem: Cirka ___________ kronor per besök 

Övriga kostnader: Cirka ___________ kronor per besök 

Total kostnad:  Cirka ___________ kronor per besök 
 
 
 
 25. Tänk dig att du skulle fortsätta att besöka och uppleva naturområdet i fråga 18 så som du brukar. Du skulle   
 färdas lika långt och göra ungefär samma saker där som du brukar. Men tänk dig också att dina kostnader för att   
 besöka området ökade, dvs blev större än vad du angav i föregående fråga. 
  
 Hur stor skulle då din totala kostnad för ett genomsnittligt besök maximalt få bli innan du skulle besluta dig   
 för att inte alls besöka naturområdet du nämnt i fråga 18? 
 
 
 
Min totala kostnad skulle maximalt få bli _____________ kronor per besök 
 



 26. Hur säker var du när du besvarade föregående fråga? Markera med ett kryss på skalan. 
 
 
 Ytterst     Helt 
 osäker     säker 

 
          I-------I-------I-------I-------I-------I-------I-------I-------I-------I-------I 

 0%    50%      100% 
 
 
 27. Mina vistelser i naturen nära där jag bor har gjort att jag känner mig… Kryssa det alternativ som bäst   
 stämmer med din åsikt för respektive påstående. 
 
 

 Helt 
oenig 

Delvis 
oenig 

Varken 
enig eller 

oenig 

Delvis 
enig 

Helt 
enig 

Vet ej 

… tryggare eftersom jag träffar 
andra människor där       

… tryggare eftersom jag lärt 
känna mitt närområde bättre       

 
 
 
 I detta avsnitt finns ett antal påståenden om naturupplevelser som vi ber dig  
 ta ställning till. Vi ställer också några frågor kring besök i särskilda naturom- 
 råden i Sverige. 
 
 
 28. Tag ställning till nedanstående påståenden. Kryssa det alternativ som bäst stämmer med din åsikt för varje  
 påstående. 
 

 Helt 
oenig 

Delvis 
oenig 

Varken 
enig eller 

oenig 

Delvis 
enig 

Helt 
enig 

Vet ej 

Möjligheter till friluftsliv har 
påverkat mitt val av bostadsort 

      

Möjligheter till friluftsliv har 
påverkat mitt val av 
bostadsområde 

      

Att vistas utomhus gör min 
vardag mer meningsfull       

Jag känner mig otrygg när jag 
vistas ute i naturen       

Jag känner mig tryggare när jag 
vistas i naturen än när jag vistas i 
bostadsområden 

      

 



 29. Har du någon gång besökt följande områden? 
 

 Vet ej Nej Ja Ungefärligt antal dagar du besökt 
området senaste 12 månaderna 

Kosterhavet utanför Bohuslän         →         ______ 
Kinnekulle i Västergötland         →         ______ 
Torup skogsområde öster om Malmö         →         ______ 
Järvafältet i norra Stockholm         →         ______ 
Laponia i Norrbottens fjällvärld         →         ______ 
Delsjöns skogsområde i Göteborg         →         ______ 
Blekinge skärgård         →         ______ 
Tyresta nationalpark i Stockholm         →         ______ 
Glaskogen i västra Värmland         →         ______ 
Söderåsens nationalpark i Skåne         →         ______ 

Muddus nationalpark i Norrbotten         →         ______ 

Hamra nationalpark i södra Härjedalen         →         ______ 

Tivedens nationalpark i Västergötland         →         ______ 

Store Mosse nationalpark i Småland         →         ______ 
 
 Nu följer några frågor som handlar om begreppet friluftsliv och utövande av   
 friluftsliv.  
 
 
 30. I vilken utsträckning anser du att följande är friluftsliv? Kryssa det alternativ som bäst stämmer med din  
 åsikt. 
 

 Inte alls Delvis Till stor 
del 

Helt och 
hållet Vet ej 

Vandra i skog och mark      
Köra/åka med motorbåt      
Fjällvandringar      
Orienteringstävling      
Fågelskådning      
Köra/åka snöskoter      
Trädgårdsodling      
Gå i en park i staden      
Utförsåkning på skidort      
Bada i havet      
Paddla havskajak       
Spela golf      



 Om du inte alls är intresserad av friluftsliv så sätt ett kryss här  och gå vidare till fråga 33 
 
 
 
 31. Vad är negativt och positivt för dig vid utövande av friluftsliv? Kryssa det alternativ som bäst stämmer med  
 din åsikt för varje påstående. 
 
 

 Mycket 
negativt 

Negativt Varken 
eller 

Positivt Mycket 
positivt 

Att det finns iordninggjorda 
lägerplatser med toalett, soptunnor, 
eldstad, mm 

     

Att det finns markerade leder och 
informationsskyltar 

     

Att det finns bullerfria områden      

Att man kan förflytta sig långa 
sträckor utan att se hus, vägar eller 
andra besökare 

     

Att området har sällsynta växter och 
djur 

     

Att området är obetydligt påverkat 
av människor 

     

Att det finns naturvägledning i form 
av guidade turer 

     
 
 
 32. Olika faktorer i omgivningen kan påverka ditt utbyte av friluftsliv. Kryssa för i vilken grad du anser att   
 följande aspekter är negativa eller positiva för ditt friluftsliv. 
 
 

 Mycket 
negativt 

Negativt Varken 
eller 

Positivt Mycket 
positivt 

Buller från trafik, industriverksamheter 
och liknande      

Buller från andra fritidsaktiviteter som 
t ex motorbåtar, snöskotrar och musik      

Närvaro av andra människor      

Minskad tillgänglighet till attraktiva 
områden pga stängsel, bebyggelse etc      

Bristande skötsel och underhåll av 
stigar, bänkar, grillplatser etc      

Skräp i naturen      

Tecken på miljöproblem som 
algblomning och liknande      

Spår av aktivt skogsbruk som 
kalhyggen, skogsbilvägar etc      

Lukt och ljud från jordbruk      



 33. Tag ställning till nedanstående påståenden. Kryssa det alternativ som bäst stämmer med din åsikt för varje  
 påstående. 
 
 

 Helt 
oenig 

Delvis 
oenig 

Varken 
enig eller 

oenig 

Delvis 
enig 

Helt 
enig 

Vet ej 

Att resa bort från min vanliga 
omgivning (minst 10 mil från min 
bostad) är viktigt för mig vid 
utövande av friluftsliv 

      

Jag kommer i framtiden i högre grad 
betala för guidning, paketresor och 
liknande kopplade till friluftsliv än 
jag gör idag 

      

Min kommun är bra på att skydda 
mark för friluftslivets behov       

Min kommun är bra på att skydda 
mark för naturvård       

I min kommun är allmänheten 
delaktig i planeringen av hur mark- 
och vatten bäst bör användas 

      

Det är kommunens ansvar att 
skydda markområden för friluftsliv       

Det är statens ansvar att genom 
lagstiftning skydda markområden för 
friluftsliv 

      

Det är viktigt att samhället satsar 
resurser för att underlätta 
människors möjligheter till 
naturupplevelser 

      

Det är viktigt att friluftslivets behov 
prioriteras högre än behovet av ny 
bebyggelse, gator och vägar 

      

Det är viktigt att friluftslivets behov 
prioriteras högre än traditionella 
näringar såsom jord- och skogsbruk 

      

Samhället satsar tillräckligt med 
resurser för att underlätta för 
funktionshindrade att komma ut i 
naturen 

      

 
 
 



 34. Människors möjligheter att utöva friluftsliv beror bland annat på tillgång till lämpliga områden,   
 parkeringsplatser, leder, skidspår, vägvisning, information etc. Enligt din åsikt, hur bör nedanstående   
 huvudsakligen finansieras? Kryssa för ett alternativ per rad. 
 
 

 Bör huvudsakligen finansieras genom… 

 Skatter 
(alla ”betalar”) 

Avgifter 
(användarna 

”betalar”) 

Ideellt arbete 
(intresseföreningar 

”betalar”) 

Vet ej 

Vandrings- och skidleder     

Elljusspår, preparerade skidspår     

Parkering vid friluftsområden     

Informationsmaterial (hemsidor, 
broschyrer, kartor mm)     

Skyltning och utställningar vid 
friluftsområden     

Badplatser     

Guidade turer i naturen     

Övernattningsstugor     
 
 
 I detta avsnitt ställer vi några frågor om naturens tillgänglighet,  
 allemansrätt, strandskydd, hälsa och miljö. 
 
 
 
 35. Allemansrätten ger möjlighet till att vistas ganska fritt i skog och mark utan markägarens tillstånd. Tror  
 du att följande påståenden är sanna eller falska utifrån vad du vet om den svenska allemansrätten? Kryssa ett  
 alternativ för varje påstående. 
 

 Sant Falskt Vet ej 

Du får plocka bär och svamp i skogen utan att fråga markägaren om 
lov    

Hundar får springa lösa i skog och mark året runt    

Du får fritt fiska med kastspö (handredskap) i våra fem största sjöar 
Vänern, Vättern, Mälaren, Hjälmaren och Storsjön    

Du får utan att fråga tälta en natt på mark som inte används för 
jordbruk och som ligger långt från hus där folk bor    

Du får utan att fråga fälla enstaka större träd i någon annans skog om 
du bara använder veden på platsen    

 
 
 



 36. Vad anser du om allemansrätten och naturens tillgänglighet? Ta ställning till nedanstående påståenden.      
 Kryssa ett alternativ för varje påstående. 
 
 

 Helt  
oenig 

Delvis 
oenig 

Varken 
enig eller 

oenig 

Delvis  
enig 

Helt  
enig 

Vet ej 

Allemansrätten är viktig att försvara       

Allemansrättens ställning har under 
senare år blivit allt starkare       

Naturens tillgänglighet har under 
senare år blivit allt bättre       

Allemansrätten är viktig för mina 
utomhusaktiviteter       

Naturreservat och nationalparker är 
viktiga för mina utomhusaktiviteter       

 
 
 
 37. I Sverige har vi sedan länge också ett strandskydd som innebär att stränderna skall vara tillgängliga för   
 allmänheten, och får inte bebyggas eller spärras av. Tag ställning till nedanstående påståenden.  Kryssa i ett   
 alternativ för varje påstående. 
 
 

 Helt  
oenig 

Delvis 
oenig 

Varken 
enig eller 

oenig 

Delvis  
enig 

Helt  
enig 

Vet ej 

Tillgängligheten till strandnära 
områden/stränder är god       

Tillgängligheten till stränderna för 
allmänheten har under senare år 
blivit allt bättre 

      

Kommunerna, i stället för staten, 
borde få större inflytande över hur 
stränderna skyddas 

      

 
 



 38. För att förstå hur bra eller dåligt ett hälsotillstånd är har vi i denna fråga ritat en skala där bästa tänkbara   
 hälsotillstånd har värdet 100 och sämsta tänkbara hälsotillstånd har värdet 0. Vi vill att du på skalan markerar   
 hur bra eller dåligt ditt hälsotillstånd är i olika situationer. 
 
 
 a) Enligt din egen uppfattning, hur bra eller dåligt är ditt hälsotillstånd idag? Markera med ett kryss på skalan. 
 

 
 
 

 
 b) Enligt din egen uppfattning, hur bra eller dåligt skulle ditt hälsotillstånd vara idag om du under det senaste   
 året (12 månader) inte alls hade haft möjlighet att utöva friluftsliv? Markera med ett kryss på skalan. 
 

 
 
 
 
 39. Vilket av följande gör du av miljöskäl? Kryssa ett alternativ per rad. 
 
 
 
 

Mycket 
sällan 

Ganska  
sällan 

Ganska  
ofta 

Mycket 
ofta 

Vet ej /  
ej relevant 

Jag sänker hastigheten vid 
bilkörning      

Jag väljer att gå, cykla och nyttja 
kollektivtrafik istället för att ta bil      

Jag väljer tåg istället för flyg      

Jag sorterar hushållsavfall      

Jag äter ekologiskt odlad mat      

Jag handlar miljömärkta varor      

 



 Nu följer tre tabeller med ett antal ”motsatspar”. Sätt krysset i rutan närmast   
 det ord du tycker bäst överensstämmer med din uppfattning. Om inget av orden  
 är bättre än det andra sätter du ett kryss i mitten. Försök göra dina val snabbt! 
 
 
 
 40. Friluftsliv är för mig… 
 

Dåligt        Bra 

Fritt        Tvång 

Gemenskap        Enskildhet 

Otrygghet        Trygghet 

Passivt        Aktivt 

Skadligt        Hälsosamt 

Meningslöst        Meningsfullt 

Smutsigt        Rent 

Lätt        Tungt 

Konkurrens        Samarbete 

Manligt        Kvinnligt 

Allvar        Glädje 

Billigt        Dyrt 

Vardag        Helg 

Hemma        Borta 
 
 
 
 41. Motion utomhus är för mig… 
 
 

Dåligt        Bra 

Fritt        Tvång 

Gemenskap        Enskildhet 

Otrygghet        Trygghet 

Passivt        Aktivt 

Skadligt        Hälsosamt 

Meningslöst        Meningsfullt 

Smutsigt        Rent 

Lätt        Tungt 

Konkurrens        Samarbete 

Manligt        Kvinnligt 

Allvar        Glädje 

Billigt        Dyrt 

Vardag        Helg 

Hemma        Borta 
 
 



 
 42. Turistande i naturen är för mig… 
 
 

Dåligt        Bra 

Fritt        Tvång 

Gemenskap        Enskildhet 

Otrygghet        Trygghet 

Passivt        Aktivt 

Skadligt        Hälsosamt 

Meningslöst        Meningsfullt 

Smutsigt        Rent 

Lätt        Tungt 

Konkurrens        Samarbete 

Manligt        Kvinnligt 

Allvar        Glädje 

Billigt        Dyrt 

Vardag        Helg 

Hemma        Borta 

 
 
 Nu några frågor om fritidsboende. 
 
 
 43. Äger du, brukar du hyra eller har du på annat sätt tillgång till fritidsboende (fritidsstuga eller annan   
 fritidsbostad)? Markera ett eller flera alternativ. 
 

  Ja, jag äger eget fritidsboende 
 Ja, jag hyr regelbundet fritidsboende 

 Ja, jag har tillgång till fritidsboende på annat sätt 

  Nej, jag har inte tillgång till fritidsboende   Gå vidare till fråga 47 
 
 
 44. Var ligger ditt fritidsboende? 
 

 
Om fritidsboendet är i Sverige, ange vilken/vilka kommun(-er); _______________________________________ 
 
Om fritidsboendet är i utlandet, ange vilket/vilka land/länder; _________________________________________ 
 
 
 45. Hur många endagsbesök (utan övernattning) har du gjort i ditt fritidsboende de senaste 12 månaderna?  
 
 
Jag har gjort ungefär _______ endagsbesök 
 
 
 
 46. Hur många övernattningar har du gjort i ditt fritidsboende de senaste 12 månaderna?  
 
 
Jag har gjort ungefär _______ övernattningar 



 Nu följer några frågor om din bakgrund. Svaren behövs för att jämföra olika  
 grupper i samhället. Vi redovisar aldrig enskilda svar.  
 
 
 
 47. Postnumret till min bostadsadress är:      _____________ 
 
 
 
 
 48. Vilket av följande alternativ stämmer bäst in på dig? 
 
 

 Ensamstående/singel 

 Gift/sammanboende 
 Särbo 

 
 
 49. Ingår det barn/ungdomar i ditt hushåll? 
 

 Nej 

 Ja   antal 0-5 år: ____ 
          antal 6-12 år:____ 
          antal 13-18 år:____ 
          antal 19 år eller äldre: ____ 
 
 
 
 50. Vilken eller vilka av följande beskrivningar stämmer bäst in för dig? Kryssa för ett eller flera alternativ. 
 
 

 Arbetar där de flesta tillhör fackförbund inom LO 

 Arbetar där de flesta tillhör fackförbund inom TCO 

 Arbetar där de flesta tillhör fackförbund inom SACO 
 Arbetar i eget eller familjemedlems jordbruk/skogsbruk  

 Arbetar i eget eller familjemedlems företag 

 Arbetar inom offentlig sektor 

 Arbetar inom privat sektor 

 Arbetar inom föreningsliv/ideell verksamhet 

 Har chefsbefattning 

 Har pension 

 Har sjuk- eller aktivitetsersättning 

 Arbetslös 

 Föräldraledig 

 Tjänstledig av andra skäl än föräldraledighet 
 Värnpliktig 

 Studerande 

 Hemarbetande 

 Annat:_____________________________ 
 
 
 
 51. Vilken utbildning har du? Kryssa den högsta utbildning du har. Om du ännu inte avslutat din utbildning,   
 kryssa då för den utbildning du just nu deltar i. 
 

 Obligatorisk skola (t ex grundskola, folkskola) 

 Gymnasieutbildning (även realexamen, folkhögskola, yrkesskola, fackskola etc) 
 Universitets- eller högskoleutbildning 

 
 
 



 52. Ungefär hur stor är ditt hushålls sammanlagda disponibla inkomst (efter skatt men inklusive ev bidrag  
 etc) per månad? Avrundat till närmaste tusental. 
 
 

  Lägre än 10 000 kr per månad 
  10 000 – 20 000 kr per månad 

  21 000 – 30 000 kr per månad 
  31 000 – 40 000 kr per månad  

  41 000 – 50 000 kr per månad 
  51 000 – 60 000 kr per månad 

  61 000 – 70 000 kr per månad 

  Mer än 70 000 kr per månad 
  
 
 53. Inkomsten ska räcka till många olika slags utgifter som boende, mat, kläder, resor, fritidsaktiviteter  
 etc. Uppskatta ungefär hur mycket pengar du använt för utgifter som kan relateras till friluftsliv för egen del  
 och för medlemmar i ditt hushåll under de senaste 12 månaderna.  

 
 

Jag har använt cirka ___________________  kronor för utgifter som kan relateras till mitt friluftsliv  
de senaste 12 månaderna.  
 
 
 
 54. Är du medlem i någon friluftsorganisation? 
 
 

 Nej  Ja  
 
 
 55. Vilket av följande saker har Du tillgång till? Markera med ett eller flera kryss. 
 
 

  Regnkläder 
  Gummistövlar 

  Vandringskängor 

  Skidor 
  Tält 
  Kikare

 
 
 
 
 
 

STORT TACK FÖR DIN MEDVERKAN ! 
 
Enkäten du just besvarat ingår i ett forskningsprojekt om svenskarnas friluftsliv. I den avslutande delen av  
projektet kommer vi bl a studera hur friluftslivet varierar under olika årstider. Det gör vi genom en enkät på 
Internet som består av fyra delar vilka besvaras en gång i kvartalet med start i december 2007. Vi hoppas att du 
har möjlighet att medverka också i denna del av undersökningen. 
 
För att kontakta dig och meddela när det är dags att fylla i enkäten behöver vi din e-postadress. Vi kommer 
naturligtvis inte att använda adressen för något annat ändamål, inte heller skicka den vidare till någon annan.  
 
 
JA, jag ställer upp i den avslutande undersökningen. Ni kan kontakta mig på följande e-post adress.  
OBS, skriv tydligt! 
 
 

E-post: __________________________________________________ 
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Outdoor Recreation and  
Environmentalism

Outdoor recreation and environmentalism are interlinked phenomena. Historically, they 
have clear parallels; both emerged at the dawn of the last century, drew inspiration from 
the Romantic Movement, and were reactions against elements in the modern industria-
lized and urbanized society. The establishment of the national parks in Sweden (first 
in Europe) could be seen as one illustration of this linkage; the protected natural areas 
came to serve as landscapes for the practice of outdoor recreation.

From this beginning, outdoor recreation has been a retreat for environmentalists and 
an expression of “close to nature” ideals but also a source of inspiration for critics of 
modern society.  Within this context, this thesis explores the relationship between out-
door recreation and environmentalism of today. The study focuses on how people who 
express an environmental commitment relate to, and use, nature and the landscape as 
a recreational resource in contemporary Sweden and is empirically based upon quanti-
tative and qualitative data, including a case study of the organization Nature and Youth 
Sweden (Fältbiologerna).
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